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Dedication
This paper is dedicated to the great staff at Bachman's, Inc. who have been a part

of my learning and who have provided valuable insights to me over the years. These
years have helped to shape who I am as a manager,leader, and a partner in our quest for

excellence. I also dedicate this project to the wonderful folks at Conversa, a Spanish
language immersion school in Costa Rica. They welcomed me and gave me a wonderful
place to work on this project. Finally, this paper is dedicated to all who are on their quest

to figure out what great leadership means to them and, ultimately, how they might model
that leadership in their lives.
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Ahstract
The purpose of this project is to identifo leadership principles and training strategies for

inclusion in a leadership development program (LDP) tailored to the needs of the
emerging leaders at Bachman's, Inc. and to develop a basic, working outline of such a

curriculum. For the purposes of this project, I define emerging leaders as those
individuals who have assumed their first position of authority or supervision over others.
They have either been hired directly into a supervisory position, or they have been
promoted from a position of production into one of supervision. In this paper, I outline a
leadership development curriculum tailored for the emerging leaders at Bachman's, Inc.

This outline is based on these an extensive but not exhaustive literature review, data from
an informational survey, a review of leadership trends, and reflection on my own

personal experience. This outline includes twelve primary areas of focus and will guide
the creation of an effective leadership development curriculum for emerging leaders at
Bachman's, Inc. A next step beyond the outline developed in this paper is to expand the

outline into a full-blown leadership development curriculum that may be implemented at
Bachman's, Inc. This curriculum will also be applicable to a variety of organizations
beyond Bachman's and, with some modification, will be applicable to leaders at a variety

of levels of leadership authority.
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Introduction
Bachman's, Inc., a family-owned company founded in 1885, is now led by fourthand fifth-generation family members. The Bachman family, throughout the generations,
has placed a high value on ethics and hard

work. The family leaders have lived by these

philosophies and have led by example to maintain moral standards throughout the
generations. The company also operates within a basic mission of providing high-quality

horticultural goods and services. Leaders have remained true to these core values as they
have navigated the wide-ranging and ever-changing nature of the business. Just as the

family has provided consistency in leadership, so must the leaders at all levels, including
the emerging leader.

In my role as vice-president of production, I am responsible for all activities
related to the production and sale of high-quality horticultural products and services as

well

as the customer service that Bachman's,

Inc. provides. I oversee the activities of a

large team of employees that is comprised of a wide range of positions that carry a range

of responsibility and leadership accountability. A key element for long-term success is
the ongoing development of the staff in a manner that fosters the growth of individual

employees. Promotion from within Bachman's, Inc. is a common path for employees

who perform their duties well at any given level. The hiring of new employees from
outside the company is also a common means to filling positions at all levels of the
company, including entry-level leadership positions.
The focus of this project is the less experienced, emerging leader at Bachman's,

Inc. who transitions from individual contributor or producer into entry-level leadership
positions such as crew leader, supervisor, assistant manager, and manager. As the
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transition from individual contributor or producer to entry-level leadership or supervisory
positions occurs, individuals commonly move into positions that require new skills sets
and knowledge, especially as they lead others who were previously their peers.

Hill (2003) reported

on the progress and experience

of

19 individuals who

transitioned from positions of individual contributor or producer to positions of
leadership and authority over a team or teams of others. Hill's documentation of the
experiences of these individuals during their first 12 months in the new positions

identifies some of the important challenges that these individuals faced during this
transition. Some conclusions that may be drawn from Hill's documentation include the

following:

'
.
.

The transition is commonly challenging and stressful.
The nature of a leadership position is different than that of individual contributor.

Without the benefit of leadership training or mentorship, the experience of the
transition may be negative and more challenging than might be the case with
adequate support.

'

The effective and successful transition from producer to leader requires time and
experience.

The experiences of these new, emerging leaders, as documented by Hill (2003),

provide insights and guidance regarding important elements for inclusion in the
Leadership Develop Program (LDP) for emerging leaders at Bachman's. Based on the
experiences and challenges faced by 19 new leaders, Hill (2003) identifies four "tasks"
that must be accomplished in order to ensure a successful transformation from producer

to leader. She lists these tasks as follows:

-

J

.
'
.
.

"Learning what it means to be a manager
Developing interpersonal judgment skills (vs. individual judgment)
Gaining self-knowledge
Coping with stress and emotion" (p. 6).

Hill (2003) reports that new

leaders found

it difficult to complete these tasks and

that, even after a full year in the new positions, they were just beginning to understand
and achieve these tasks (p. 6). Early in the first year, the new leaders struggled in many
aspects of the new leadership position. Individuals needed time to work through the

learning curve of the new responsibilities. They did not have the benefit of a training or
leadership development program to help guide them through the early stages of

transformation from producer to leader. The development of the LDP for emerging
leaders at Bachman's, Inc. should include insights from

Hill's

experiences and should

present information that will help the emerging leader at Bachman's to overcome the
challenges that

Hill

describes.

It is important that Bachman's, Inc. provides the necessary training and
development to help these individuals succeed in this transition to positions of leadership

responsibility. In response to personal observation and experience as well as to requests
by managers throughout Bachman's, Inc., it is evident that helping emerging leaders to
become confident, self-aware, and effective as they carry out their duties

will

strengthen

not only these individual's effectiveness, but the perforrnance of the organization as a
whole.
The purpose of this project is to gain insights that will be used to develop a
Leadership Development Program (LDP) for the new, entry-level leader at Bachman's,

4

Inc. This project identifies and prioritizes key leadership concepts and strategies
important for inclusion in a leadership development program for the emerging leader at
Bachman's, Inc. I have used concepts that I

will introduce in this paper to develop

an

LDP that will promote and strengthen the leadership performance of the emerging leaders
at Bachman's, Inc. This project identifies leadership development needs among the

emerging leaders at Bachman's, Inc. and how best to provide the tools that emerging
leaders need to ensure a successful transition from followers to leaders.

This project is primarily qualitative in nature. Primary and secondary data were
collected, documented, and analyzed to develop an understanding of the essential
elements of leadership from which the LDP for emerging leaders at Bachman's, Inc.

will

be developed. Primary data were supplied by a non-scientific survey, informal discussion

with Bachman's, Inc. employees, and personal insight and experience. These data reveal
the values of cument Bachman's employees, the needs of emerging leaders, and obstacles

to effective leadership, Secondary data, in the form of a literature review, identifo and
define leadership and related ideas. Additionally, I included data and information from a
survey conducted by the Minnesota Nursery and Landscape Association, which will also
be used to guide the development of the LDP at Bachman's, Inc.

Part L Literature Review: Leadership Concepts, Theories, and Approaches
The purpose of this review is to clarify and identifu numerous leadership concepts
hat may be important to include in the LDP for emerging leaders at Bachman's, Inc.. To

develop an understanding of these concepts, I have used concepts from Leadership:
Theory and Practice (5'r'ed.) by Peter G. Northouse (2010) as a backbone. Throughout
the contemporary literature on the variety of leadership related topics, there are certain

5

individuals that are considered experts in the field. These people have devoted their
careers to demystifuing past, current, and emerging leadership concepts. Other leadership

experts whom I have encountered have included such names as Avolia, Bass, Blanchard,

Hill, Stogdill, Yammarino, Yukl, Washbush, and Wheatley. I have included information
from the works of these and other authors, experts, and researchers throughout the
literature to support, elaborate, or refute the information presented by Northouse.
Throughout this review, I have also included personal thoughts based on my leadership
experience as they pertain to the works discussed.

Among these experts, Hill (2003) documents in poignant detail the experiences of
nineteen individuals during their first twelve months in first-time leadership roles. Not

unimportantly, this report reflects the experiences I have encountered with new leaders at
Bachman's, Inc. For instance, it demonstrates the need for improved training among our
emerging leaders. Additionally, their experiences give an indication of some of the

important topics to include in this training. I will present these ideas in greater detail at
the end of the review.

Clearly, there is a vast amount of literature available on the broad topic of
leadership. That said, I do not intend to make an exhaustive review. My specific goal is to

highlight and synthesi ze the works that speak to the needs of emerging leaders at
Bachman's, Inc.

In summary, this review focuses on concepts that help to define leadership as they
relate to Bachman's, Inc. This effort, in combination with the analysis of the leadership
values and needs at Bachman's, Inc. helps to identifu the activities required for the
execution and achievement of leadership excellence, specifically for the new. less

6

experienced or emerging leaders at Bachman's, Inc. This review of literature is organized
as follows:

.

Leadership Definitions

.

Leadership theories and approaches as presented by Northouse (2010)

.

o

Leadership Traits Approach

o

Leadership Skills Approach

o

Leadership Style Approach

o

Situational Approach

o

Contingency Theory

o

Leader-Member Exchange Theory

o

TransformationalLeadership

o

Team Leadership

o

Leadership Ethics and Authentic Leadership

Current trends, strategies, and emphasis for leadership training

r {

leadership training Model

-

The Green Industry Leadership Institute

In addition to the leadership concepts listed above and included in this literature
review, there are many elements of leadership and management that are integral to
executing leadership at a high level. Experience and expertise in the following activities
(and others not listed) are critical to effective leadership:

'

Emotional and Social Intelligence

'
.

Vision / Goal-setting

'

Problem-solving

Decision-making
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.

Communication

.

Leadership development

'

Influence / Persuasion

Albert Einstein said, "Everything should be made as simple

as possible, but not

simpler" (Kierson,2009, p. 20).My challenge in this project will be to efficiently utilize
the vast resources available to learn and apply the information to the purpose of this

project. The amount of literature available on a wide variety of perspectives and theories

of leadership is staggering. Washbush (2005) uses the phrase

'oa

confusing, multi-

nuanced witches' brew of inconsistent, often contradictory and confusing propositions"

to describe much of the literature (p. 1083). I personally conclude that, throughout the
literature, there are a finite number of leadership theories, concepts, and strategies;
however, there seems to be nearly infinite ways to define, interpret, and describe them.

As I sort through the ideas, I will attempt to heed Einstein's advice.
Upon first glance, it is clear that the definition of leadership is subject to dispute;
moreover, there is significant disagreement about the difference between leadership and

management. Prior to my review of the literature, I felt that I had a comfortable
understanding of the difference between these two concepts. As McCartney and

Campbell state, "there is still no agreement among certain researchers as to what
management and leadership constitute" (Pienaar , 2009, p. 133). After years of study and
practice, Washbush (2005) has concluded that the term "leadership" serves no useful
purpose. He states,

"if everything is leadership, then nothing is leadership" (p. 1084).

On

the other side of the argument lies Grace Hopper, Admiral, US h{avy (retired), who stated

in a 1986 NOVA (PBS TV) production, "You cannot manage men into battle. You
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manage things; you lead people" (Legacee.com).

It is clear that there are wide-ranging

views and opinions regarding the difference between the concepts of management and
leadership. For the purposes of this project, I will consider the debate to be one
semantics as much as substance.

of

It is beyond the scope of this project to idistinguish or

reconcile leadership and management. I believe that leadership can and does, to some
degree, happen at nearly all levels and within nearly all levels of an organization;

therefore, I will not focus on this debate, but instead focus on the term "leadership" as it
relates to the development of the LDP for emerging leaders at Bachman's, Inc.

Leadership Defined
To create a meaningful LDP, it is important to clarifu the definition of leadership
in the context of this project. In particular, it helps to examine the perspectives of a wide
variety of experts on such concepts as leadership and management and how these relate
to the individual, the team, and the organization. Northouse (2010) states that the word
leadership is "much like the words democracy, love, and peace. Although each of us

intuitively knows what we mean by such words, the words can have different meanings
for different people" (p. 2). Stogdill (1974) echoes Northouse when he says, "There are
almost as many different definitions of leadership as there are people who have tried to

define it" (p. 7). Despite the varying definitions to which Northouse (2010) refers, he
brings them together succinctly: "Leadership is a process whereby an individual
influences a group of individuals to achieve a common goal" (p.2,3). While certainly not

all-inclusive, this definition captures leadership's essence, especially as it relates to

a

leadership development program. Regardless, the Iiterature is replete with definitions of
leadership that go beyond Northouse's basic summary.
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Northouse and Stogdill importantly draw attention to leadership's vagueness, and
based on their statements, one might conclude that it is impossible to capture the

full

meaning of leadership in a few lines. However, it might not be important to do so.
Rather, it may be more important to understand the leadership process as it happens in a

variety of specific environments and situations. At Bachman's, Inc., Ieadership is slightly
different from leadership at other companies, and we must discern what effective
leadership means in the particular environments in which we operate. While general
leadership principles hold true in most situations, leadership strategies and processes

will

vary depending on the situation, the leader, and the followers. That said, the LDP for the
emerging leadership at Bachman's, Inc. will consider these differences and focus on the
unique constitution of Bachman's, Inc.

To find the meaning of leadership in our organization today, we must recognize
how the concept of leadership has changed over time in response to circumstances.
Wheatley (2006), for instance, describes leadership in the context of the new sciences.
She suggests that the laws of thermodynamics that affect natural systems may be
analogous to the behavior of systems of social organization. In her words, "Dissipative

structures or systems are paradoxical. They dissipate or give up their form in order to
recreate themselves into new forms." She further states, "They are adaptive and resilient

rather than rigid and stable" (2006, pp. 79-80). This suggests that leadership strategies
should, in fact, change as systems evolve. Therefore, recognition and appreciation for the
natural order of change (laws of thermodynamics)

will

enhance our leadership. In

addition, Wheatley's statement also speaks to the value of effective transformational or
change leadership.

At Bachman's, Inc., as in many organizations, our challenge is to

l0
discern how our environment is changing and how our organization should change
relative to the environment.

Wheatley's perspective, as I have described it above, provides an interesting
interpretation of the concept of change within an organization. At Bachman's, Inc., this
concept is alive and well in a number of areas of the company. Within my personal areas

of accountability, we have had many opportunities to change the shape of our business

as

the business environment within which we operate changes. I have found that welcoming

adaptation rather than avoiding it has been important for our continued success.
Opportunities for improvement only can be achieved and realized when individuals are
open to change. Leading this change and producing concrete results has challenged us in
the past.

It is my intention to create the means to such lasting results by analyzing these

concepts of leadership.

Clowney and Cole (2001), like Wheatley, suggest that the ingredients for
effective leadership change as the core values of society change. The authors briefly
describe how core values of leadership, or leadership theory, have changed throughout
the history of the United States. They describe how, over time, different theories

of

leadership have been adopted and promoted. This argument is outlined later in more

detail in the discussion of leadership styles.
To give an idea of the sheer variety of definitions of leadership, I have included
the following list of quotes. From these quotes, it is clear that the perspectives of the
speakers have been shaped by their specific environments, cultures, and situations. The

following quotations are taken directly from a web source (Legacee.com). I have added

t1

some personal and professional reflections relative to the pertinence of each of the

following perceptions of the definition of leadership as they pertain to this project.

l.

"My definition of a leader . . . is a manwho can persuade people to do whal they
don't wan[ to do, or do what they're too lazy to do, and like il.'t

-

Harry

S.

Truman, 1BB4-1972, Thirty-third President of the United States, Miller, More

Plain Speaking. It requires effective leadership to develop others to "like"
moving in a certain direction when they do not desire to do so. This is

a

leadership skill that does not come easily, but is nonetheless essential.

2.

"You cannot manage men into batlle. You manage things,- you lead people."
Grace Hopper, Admiral, U.

,S.

-

Navy (retired), Nova (PBS TV, l986). The

Bachman's, Inc. business model is seasonal in nature. While we are always

working to smooth out the annual business cycle, the nature of our business
makes us extremely busy during the prime garden season.

At this time our work

may seem like a battle, and we are more focused on managing "things." However,
we must keep leadership, the process by which we develop our people and
systems, as a key component of our activities all year, perhaps especially as we
prepare for the "battle" of the garden season.

3.

"The superior leader gets things done with little motion. He imparts in.struction
not through many words but through a few deeds. He keeps informed about
everything but interferes hardly at all. He is a catalyst, and though lhings would
not gel donewell ,f

hrweren't there, whenthey succeerJhe tukes no credit. And

because he takes no credit, credit never leaves

him."

-

LaoTse, Tao Te Ching.

This is a good reminder of the importance of thoughtful leadership. One must take

AtflSrg Collcfll tIHrrY
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the time necessary to develop clear goals and to inspire others to embrace those

objectives as the team works toward their completion.

4.

"Leadership occurs when one person induces others to work toward some
predetermined objective5. "

-

Massie. This speaks to the importance of having a

clear vision or goal towards which to lead.

It is not uncommon that we either

lose

sight of the long term goal or that we do not invest the resources in development

of the longer term, bigger picture objectives that should be the basis of our
leadership.

5.

"Leadership is the ability o.f a superior to in/luence the behavior of a subordinate
or group and persuade them tofollow a particular course of action."

-

Chester

Bernard. This speaks to the importance of developing and guiding the team.
Again, the course of action must be clearly defined and fully understood by the
leader in order to persuade the team to move towards that objective. Effective

goal setting and communication are key elements.

6.

"Leadership is the art of influencing and directing people in such a way that will

win their obedience, confidence, respect and loyal cooperation in achieving
common objective5. "

-

U. S.

Air Force. Effectively influencing others is critical

to achieving our goals. This is one of the more challenging tasks of a new leader.
While personality will play a role in the ability to influence, the new leader will
have relatively little experience in the art of persuasion and influence. This must
be developed over time and through experience and training.

7.

"The.feminine leadership slyle emphasizes cooperation over competition,'

intuition as v,ell as rational thinking in problem-solving, leam structures u,here

l3
power and influence are shared within the group . . . interpersonal competence;
and

participative decision-making.'t

-

Marilyn Loden, Founder and president,

Loden Associates, Managemen[ Review, December ]987. Again, this definition
emphasizes the importance of cooperation.

If we, as leaders,

can develop the team

to work together rather than compete with one another, we are more likely to
succeed. This definition also points out the value and importance of developing

constructive relationships among and between members of a team.

8.

"The

first job of a leader is to define a visionfor the organization.... Leadership is

the capacity to translale vision into reality."

-

Warren Bennis, President,

University of Cincinnati, tJniversity of Maryland symposium, January

2l,

1988.

The results of the survey done for this project show that vision was a neglected
facet of leadership. This may suggest that we need greater focus or emphasis on

this element of leadership in the LDP. This also indicates that the emerging or
new leader may desire that the vision be developed by superiors and
communicated down to the new leader for execution. I would argue that goal
setting must happen at all levels, including that of the emerging leaders. This will
be stressed in the LDP for new leaders at Bachman's, Inc.

9.

"The ultimate test of practical leadership is the realization of intended, real

change that meers people's enduring needs.tt

-

James MacGregor Burns. Our

business is constantly changing. Therefore, technology, the marketplace,

products, methods, and strategies must continue to evolve. Our leadership will
dictate how flexible we are and how successfully we will move in new directions

t4
as we strive

to meet long-term goals. Concepts of transformational or change

leadership will be included in the LDP.

lA, "Managers have subordinates-leaders
At Bachman's, Inc.,

as

have

followers.'t

-

lr[vvray Johannsen.

with other organtzations, it is important to understand and

appreciate the role and responsibility of the follower as well as the leader.

Effective leadership demands effective followership. We are all followers as well
as leaders.

ll.

"lf your aclions inspire others to dream more, learn more, do more and become
more, you are a leader.'t

-

John Quincy Adams, sixth IJS President (1825-29).

How we live our lives becomes a part of our leadership role. Encouraging,
teaching, and inspiring others through our words and deeds are forms of
leadership.

12, "1 am lookingfor a lot of menwho have an infinite capacity to not knowwhat

can't be done.tt

-

Henry Ford. This speaks to me. We often limit our thinking

and ourselves. Ford suggests that our leadership be forward thinking, out of the

box, beyond the norm, imaginative, and progressive.
13. "Leadership is a fwo-way street, loyalty up and loyalty down. Respect

superiors; carefor one's crew.tt

-

for

one's

Grace Hopper, Admiral, U. S. Navy (retired),

Speech, Washington, D. C., February 1987. Respect among team members must
be developed, earned, and maintained to meet the potential of the group or team.

Earning this respect as a leader begins at the entry or emergent level of leadership
14. "As for the best leaders, the people do not notice their existence. The next best,
the people honor

andpraise. The next, the people.fear; the next, the people hate."

l5

-

Lao Tse, 604-531 B.C.E. Leadership can be a lonely job. As effective leaders,

we should focus on the achievement of results rather than our personal
achievements.

15. "A manager takes people where they wanl to go. A great leader takes people
where they don't necessarily want lo go bul ought to."

-

Rosalyn Carter. A total

commitment on the part of the leader will be essential to the leaders ability to
persuade others of the value of a particular objective, even when that objective

may be viewed as incorrect.

I have summarized the major definitions of leadership in the following table:
Table 1. Major Definitions of Leadership
Included in # of
Leadership
Definitions

Leadership Concept
Influence, Persuasion, Inspiration 4
6
Orientation towards people

Catalyst

Common vision, goals,

1

objectives

Decision-making
Change, transformation

4

Included in which definitions
(definition # as listed above)
1,4,5, 1l

1,215,7,72,75
"|

J

4,6,9,15

1

7

2

9,

15

Despite the variety of definitions, there are significant shared ideas. Three themes
seem particularly common. The role

of influence and persuasion was identified in four of

the definitions above, as were the concepts of vision, goals and objectives. The role or

involvement of other people was identified in six of the definitions. As we move through
more of the literature to gather further insights regarding the definition and nature

of

leadership, we find that these themes appear with some regularity. It will be important to
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include the role and importance of these themes in an LDP for emerging leaders at
Bachman's, Inc.
There are many other definitions of leadership that are worth noting as we explore
the concept of leadership. Wheatley (2006) describes an informal, organic view of
leadership as "how people create the leadership that best responds to their needs at the

time" (p.24). She quotes De Pree (1989, pp.4l-42), who calls this concept "roving
leadership, the indispensable people in our lives who are there when we need them" (p.

24). Wheatley further defines leadership by describing the leader's primary task as first
embodying principles such as guiding visions, sincere values, and organizational beliefs,
then helping the organization live up to these principles (p. 130). Clowney and Cole
(2001 ) agree in principle

with Wheatley when they suggest that "the ideal leader has

changed with societal changes and paradigm shifts" (p. 8). In light of these ideas,

it

seems

that one of our leadership challenges is to discern or recognize new opportunities and
needs for change.

Pollock (1999) states that there are many definitions or traits of a leader and
summarizes these definitions as follows:

.

"Leaders inspire confidence."

.

"Leaders are persistent in driving toward a goal."

.

"Leaderscommunicate withoutmisunderstanding."

.

"Leaders are willing to listen."

.

"Leaders have a genuine interest in people."

'

"Leaders understand people and their behavior."

'

"Leaders are objective."

t7

.

"Leaders are forthright" (pp. l0-12).
These traits, as well as those listed by other authors, help us to understand the

nature of leadership. While this summary may be oversimplified,

it is undeniable that all

of the definitions share common ground. There are, after all, different ways to say the
same thing.

With that in mind, it seems that common sense helps us to understand what

leadership is and what is important in performing leadership. This summary is helpful,
but it is not the whole story.
Bass (1990), for instance, suggested that definitions of leadership may be viewed

from a number of perspectives (pp. 1 1-20). One of these perspectives focuses on group
processes headed by a single leader. Another perspective, says Bass, defines leadership in

terms of personality. Specifically, personality traits enable a person to influence others.

Yet a third perspective reduces leadership to the possession of power over others, and this
power, be it earned or inherited, is the root of a leader's influence. Similarly, Northouse
(2010) describes leadership as a power relationship between a leader and his or her

followers (p. 2). In addition, Northouse presents two other approaches to leadership: the
transformational process approach and the skills approach. According to the first
approach, leadership happens when a process results in the movement of followers

toward a goal. The second, the skills perspective, emphasizes the fact that leaders possess
special skills that enable them to perform their unique function. Each of these
conceptions of leadership will, no doubt, ultimately influence the development of an LDP
at Bachman's, Inc.
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Beyond these different conceptions of leadership, Northouse (2010) suggests that
any concept of leadership will have four essential components. These components are
consistent with a wide variety of available literature and include the following:

.

Leadership is a prutcess. It is a process of give and take between the leader and the

follower. This concept suggests that all participants in the leadership process have
some degree of responsibility in the outcome.

.

Leadership involves influence. Northouse (2010) states, "without influence,
leadership does not exist" (p. 3). (Washbush [2005], of course, has come to the
conclusion that the concept of leadership may not exist, so he does agree that

influence is a key and essential component of achieving a goal. Incidentally, the
results of the survey in Part II of this paper indicate that Bachman's, Inc.
employees viewed persuasion and influence as relatively unimportant. I suggest
that, based on the literature and personal experience, the Bachman's team may

benefit by u greater understanding and appreciation of these concepts as the strive

for leadership excellence.

.

Leadership happens in groups. Leadership implies that more than one person is

involved in a process. Northouse (2010) stated, "others are required for leadership
to occur" (p. 3). This element of leadership is intuitive.

.

Leadership aims to achieve common goals. Effective leadership ensures that all
members of the group share a common goal. While achievement of the goal of a
process is the measure of successful leadership,

it may occasionally

that goals are met in spite of an absence of leadership.

be the case
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Cohen (2009), like so many others who have spent significant time and effort to

understand leadership, has difficulty defining leadership. He offers a few definitions from
other experts in the field that he suggests are debatable for a number of reasons. He cites
Peter Drucker, who suggests that "the only definition of a leader is someone who has

followers" (Cohen, 2009, p. 16). Cohen says this definition fails to capture leadership's
essence because even groups of people can have

followers. Football teams, he notes,

have followers. I agree and add that Drucker's definition suffers because it does not
speak to direction, results, or process. Alternatively, Cohen presents Dwight

Eisenhower's definition of leadership as "the art of getting someone to do something you
want done because he wants to do it" (p. 16). This definition captures more of the essence

of leadership than Drucker's definition, but, to me, still falls somewhat short.
Eisenhower's definition does resonate with Clowney and Cole (2001), who described the
evolution of the concept of leadership throughout national history. These three definitions
interestingly combine both concepts of leadership as a process and leadership as an
individual.
Washbush (2005) differs significantly from the previous authors because he
suggests that leadership has not been and cannot be adequately defined, measured, or

demonstrated. Northouse, in his editorials at the end of his work, expresses a similar view

[2010]. Washbush (2005), a long time student, practitioner, and teacher of leadership
theory and concepts, has come to the conclusion that we are searching in the wrong
places for effective organizational performance. Great theories of leadership do not take
organizations to great places. Washbush states that "Providing a confusing, multinuanced witches' brew of inconsistent, often contradictory and confusing propositions,
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only masks and even hides essential issues" (p. 1083). Washbush (2005) has become
frustrated with the many attempts to define leadership and claims that it is a disservice to
his students to suggest that leadership is anything more than good management. He sums
up his view,

"if everything is leadership, then nothing is leadership" (p. 1084).

Instead of

a confusing mess of leadership concepts, Washbush insists that leadership consists most

essentially in solid decision-making and influence. Specifically, he defines leadership

functionally

as

"behavior, in a group context, that results in willing compliance of the

members" (p. 1079). This is consistent with several other theories, especially those
described by Bass (1990) and Yukl (1998).

I am not the first person to review and synthesize divergent conceptions of
leadership. One synopsis of the many and varied efforts to define the concept of
leadership is the Augsburg MAL Leadership Model (1987). Like my review, this model
consolidates a wide range of expert analysis to describe the key elements leadership as a
concept and as a process. While the model does discuss how or why this may differ in

varying environments, it does identify three key elements that are essential to overall
effectiveness of organizational leadership. These three elements are visioning,

orientation toward action, and persuasion, and I will briefly describe the MAL model's
approach to them.

Visioning, like foresight, is the ability to see where an organization is going. The

MAL Model (1987) suggests that the vision of effective leadership

is both an ethical and

creative force.
The next element, orientation toward action, emphasizes the need for leadership

to stimulate real action and to produce results. A leader must understand risk and make
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appropriate decisions regarding the assumption of risk. The leader must also make smart,

effective decisions. This hearkens back to Washbush (2005), who saw leadership

primarily
as the

as

decision-making. Finally, the MAL Leadership Model includes persuasion

third primary element of leadership. because leadership is impotent if it fails to

persuade, influence, and motivate. lJnder the

MAL Model,

persuasion requires strong

comfl]unication skills as well as sensitivity to culture. These elements of leadership, as
they are supported by the literature, will no doubt prove useful to emerging leaders at
Bachman's, Inc. and appear in the LDP.
Based on the definitions and descriptions of leadership presented above,

it is clear

that there are numerous theories, concepts, models, and principles that may be considered

in the development of an LDP for emerging leaders at Bachman's, Inc. While this review
of literature presents these concepts individually, it is also possible that leadership
happens when many of these concepts are applied in combination. The remainder of this

review of literature will focus on the major leadership theories that are most relevant to
the development of an effective LDP for the emerging leaders at Bachman's, Inc, This

information will be combined with the previous discussion of general leadership
understandings, real-life experiences of new leaders as documented by

Hill (2003),

current trends in leadership training, and the survey data that is presented in Part II of this

project to outline an LDP for the emerging leaders at Bachman's, Inc. I acknowledge that

it is impossible to discuss every aspect of the topic of leadership in a work of this length;
therefore, the discussion is limited to the following subjects:

.

Traits Approach

.

Skills Approach
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a

Style Approach
Situational Approach

a

Contingency Theory

a

Leader-Member Exchange Theory

Transformational Leadership
t

Team Leadership

a

Leadership Ethics and Authentic Leadership
Experiences of New Leaders

-

the First Twelve Months

The Traits Approach
As Northouse and others suggest, the traits approach dominated the discussion

of

leadership in the early twentieth century. Since the mid-twentieth century, however, this
approach has met substantial critique as the sole effective method (Northouse, 2010, p.
15). After my discussion of the staggering variety of theories of leadership,

it should

be

intuitive that effective leadership requires far more than a list of desirable traits.
Nonetheless, traits are an essential component. According to Northouse, who cites a
number of researchers, suggests that the traits approach is, today, "alive and well" (p. 16).
Northouse uses President Obama as an example because Obama would surely be a far
less effective leader

if he lacked charisma (p. 16). Clowney and Cole (2001)

argue that

the traits of effective leadership may evolve and change as the culture or environment

around the leader changes, but this does not deny the importance of traits.

All this

suggests that leadership traits, while not sufficient for good leadership, are entirely
necessary.

.1'l

The importance of traits led Northouse (201 0) to tabulate a number of studies

of

the subject of leadership traits. The following traits agree with both my personal
experience and with the work of other experts such as Gilpatrick (201 1).

' Articulate
. Perceptive

. Friendly
. Outgoing

.

Empowering

.

Honest/Ethical

. Self-Confident

. Conscientious

o

Moral

a

Persistent

a

Diligent

a

Respectful

a

Determined

a

Sensitive

a

Insightful

a

Trustworthy

a

Empathetic

o

Intelligent

Dependable

a

Active Listener

o

Influential

a

Motivational

Northouse (2010) has sunlmarized this long list of traits into five major categories

of leadership traits that encompass the majority of the traits presented in the studies he
has cited. These

five significant or major categories of traits required by an individual for

effective leadership include intelligence, self-confidence, determination, integrity, and
sociability (p. l9).
Each of these traits, according to Northouse (201 0), has its unique impact on

leadership. Studies have shown that intelligence is related to a variety of leadership
activities, but it is interesting to note that, according to Northouse, effective leadership
may not depend on the leader having a greater intelligence than followers (p. 20). In fact,

it may be optimal when intelligence is high, but not when it is significantly higher than
that of the subordinates. Self-confidence becomes particularly important in the act of
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persuasion. In situations that require significant energy to overcome challenges and
barriers, determination becomes especially important. Integrity, according to Northouse,
includes the traits of honesty and trustworthiness, and Northouse suggests that our society
today is demanding a higher level of integrity from its leaders (p. 2l ). This makes this

trait especially useful today. Finally, sociability, or the ability to be in relationship with
others is critical to leadership. This final point is particularly important at Bachman's,

Inc. where workers come from different background yet must relate socially. A strong
social intelligence is necessary to discern how to effectively lead people of divergent
backgrounds who may have differing needs and expectations.

According to Northouse (2010), the traits approach to leadership has strengths and
weaknesses relative the validity of the argument that the traits of a leader are the

determining factor in the ability of a leader to successfully obtain the results or goals
desired. It seems clear that, while traits possessed by a leader are a contributing factor to
leadership success, the situation and environment in which the leadership is happening
may be limiting factors to the traits approach alone. Northouse indicates that the traits
approach fails to consider these situations.
Several other authors have made lists of traits of good leaders, and these seem to

overlap with Nor-thouse. Pollock ( 1999, pp. 10- 12), for example, suggests that leaders are

persistent towards goal achievement, they are effective communicators,have a genuine
interest in people, are honest and objective, and inspire confidence in themselves and
others. Hayes and Comer (201 1) summarize an article by suggesting that "to be the best

leader- start with humility!" (p. 13). Humility remains

a strong theme of their work.

They also discuss a concept from Jim Collins's Good to Great (2001), the Level 5 Leader
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to support their thesis that humility is a trait necessary for excellence in leadership.
Collins describes the Level 5 Leader as having the attributes of fierce resolve in
combination with personal humility (Hayes & Comer,201 1). The authors expand the trait
of humility to include humanness, vulnerability, and keeping accomplishment in
perspective with others. They suggest that humility is not weakness and not a lack

of

confidence, assertiveness, or ambition. Rather, it is necessary in order for a leader to earn
and maintain the trust of the organization. This is important to consistent excellence in

leadership. Humility, according to Hayes and Comer (2011) is a necessary trait not only

for great leadership, but consistent great leadership. I believe that humility is a trait that
can remain applicable across a wide variety of situations and environments in which we

perform our leadership duties. At Bachman's, Inc., I have experienced leadership styles
and traits that have exhibited a range of humility. Personally, when faced with two

extremes, I am more apt to trust the example of extreme humility. The effectiveness and
imporlance of this leadership trait may be emphasized in the LDP.

Kelleher (2011) speaks of engagement with employees as an important leadership

trait. He describes a list of ten elements of engagement as leadership "practices" (p.4). I
would argue that much of Kelleher's discussion is centered more on leadership style than
the traits of leaders. From his discussion, two important leadership traits are evident: the

ability to effectively communicate and the ability to motivate are important, according to
Kelleher, to develop and maintain productive engagement in the leadership process. In
summary, Kelleher's suggestion that the engagement of an organization and its leaders is

important flts within Nofthouse's (2010) summary trait of sociability.
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Another author, Bell (2011), makes strong statements about the leadership trait of
courage. His discussion also links courage to the traits of commitment and integrity.

Ultimately, Bell suggests that our level of courage, commitment, and integrity will dictate
how we make decisions. Because leaders are often faced with difficult decisions, a lack
of commitment and integrity may lead to a lack of courage to "do the right thing" (p 14).
The author speaks of "yellow light decision-making" in which a leader or decision maker
struggles to make the right decision, often when the answer is clear, because there is

insufficient courage to do so. Bell states, "yellow light leadership is not leadership at all.
Great leaders say either Stop or Go" (p. l4). Similar to courage is commitment, one

of

three traits that Bennis and Nanus (1985) argue are lacking in leaders today. Besides

commitment, Bennis and Nanus claim that leaders today lack complexity and credibility.
Specifically, the authors suggest that leadership requires a high level of commitment and

credibility in

a

world of rapidly increasing complexity (p. 6-7).

The Economic Times (Online,2011) looked to some top CEOs for insights
regarding desirable leadership traits for emerging leaders. The authors suggest that young
leaders

will

succeed

if they

have ambition, experience with overcoming failure, and

expertise in a chosen field. Too much ambition, in their opinion, has the potential to harm
the workplace if left unchecked. The CEOs felt that the young leaders needed to have
experience overcoming failure in order to do so in the workplace. Finally, the CEOs felt

that leadership strength would come more from expertise than general knowledge at an
early career stage.
The traits approach to leadership identifies many traits that, when combined with
other leadership skills and processes, leads to the successful achievement of goals.

')'7
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George (201 I ) offers a brief discussion of cautions against losing connection with some

traits such as integrity along the way. George states that "leading is high-stress work" (p.
18). Over time, this stress can actually erode the traits that have been identified as

important to effective leadership. George also indicates that it is important that leaders
remain grounded in their beliefs and may need external assistance, such as mentorship, to
do so.

Clowney and Cole (2001) suggest that the traits necessary for effective leadership
have changed as the environment for leadership has changed. The authors effectively
combine the traits approach and the styles approach to describe how effective leadership
has changed over

time. Similar to Northouse's (2010) distinction

between trait

leadership and process leadership, Clowney and Cole (2010) suggest that, over time,

effective leadership has moved through a variety of traits emphases and finally arrived at
today's vision of effective leadership as a process. As core values of society and existing
paradigms shift, our understanding of the definition of effective leadership has also
changed. The authors provide a chronology of leadership strategy change throughout the

history of the U,S. to illustrate how the emphasis in leadership studies has shifted from
traits to processes.
For the first 150 years of US history, Clowney and Cole (2010) state, "the
character ethic was emphasized over personality development" (p. 8). Relative to self-

improvement and achievement, character traits including sincerity, humility, courage,

integrity, and others were emphasized. Persons of high virtue were the effective leaders
of the day. During and following WWII, leadership style changed. A combination of
leadership traits and styles changed to meet the challenges of the times, and leaders
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emerged whose traits suited a climate of combat. The new leaders were "decisive.

authoritarian, and f-rrm disciplinarians" (p. 8). Leadership became a process of

rulemaking and leading by direction.
Leadership style and approach continued to evolve throughout the twentieth
century, and it gradually evolved from a military approach to one of persuasion. Rather
than giving orders to achieve results, leaders began to use personality and persuasiveness

to move others toward a goal. Personality and a positive mental attitude became desirable
traits of effective leaders. The era of the persuasive leader has continued to evolve to

a

place where Clowney and Cole (2010) suggest that we are today. In today's culture,

effective leadership is about developing others in a manner that they, too, are able to lead
and move toward achieving common goals. In Northouse's (2010) terms, this is a change

from the traits approach to leadership to an approach that emphasizes the process of
leadership. This development of style and empowerrnent of others dehnes today's

effective leaders (p. 8).
While an understanding of the traits of effective leaders is important in the overall
development strategy for the emerging leaders at Bachman's, Inc., it is clear that the traits

theory is somewhat antiquated. Therefore, the LDP for emerging leaders at Bachman's,
Inc. will emphasize process over traits.

The Skills Approach
The traits approach to leadership execution and effectiveness identifies many
human qualities that combine to give a leader some of the tools necessary to conduct
leadership. While some of these traits may be learned, they are typically considered to be
innate qualities that an individual is born with. The skills approach, much like the traits
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approach, is centered on the leader. But unlike the traits approach, which focuses on
innate features of the individual, the skills approach focuses on leadership abilities that
can be taught, learned, and ultimately practiced by the individual leader.

Northouse (2010) reports that Robert Katz first formally introduced the skills
approach to leadership

in 1955. He summarizes Karz' s leadership skills into three groups

including technical, human, and conceptual skills (p. 39). According to Northouse, Katz
reported that these skills are different from the previously reported leadership traits

of

leaders. Katz suggests that, while all three groups of leadership skills are important,

expertise in these groups is required in varying degrees, depending on the level

of

authority or management from which they are being executed (Irlorthouse,2010, p. 40).
Katz' s (1986) model suggests that the technical skills required for effective
leadership pertain specifically to an area of study or activity. These skills are necessary in
order to create an actual product or to perform a service . Katz suggests that the technical

skills are of greater importance at the lower levels of management authority. As one
progresses through levels of administrative authority, the need for technical expertise is

gradually replaced with the need for a more conceptual leadership skill (Northouse, 2010,
p. 40). This is true at Bachman's, Inc. The emerging leader

will require technical

experience, expertise, and skills in order to effectively lead at this level.

According to Northouse (2010), the human skills described by Katz are those
skills that are required to work effectively and productively with other people, including
people at levels of authority above, equal to, and below that of the individual leader.
These skills allow a leader to relate to, understand, effectively communicate with, build

trust with, motivate, and influence the stakeholders and parlicipants with whom he or she
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works. Katz suggests that these human skills are required at all levels of management

within an organization (Northouse, 2010, p. 40-42). Hill (2003) indicates that this was
one of the primary challenges faced by the new leaders during the first twelve months in
a new leadership position. The skills required

for effective human relationship building

took time and experience to acquire (p. 80).

Katz' third group of leadership skills is described as conceptual skills. Katz
suggests that the conceptual skills, or those skills that allow an individual to effectively

work with and process ideas rather than with things (technical skills) or people (human
skills), become important at the higher levels of authority. It is this group of skills that
allows an individual to create, process, and clarify a vision or strategic direction for an
organization (Illorthouse, 2000, p. 42).
Beyond the model of the three skills offered by Katz, Northouse (2010) presents a
second skills based model of organizational leadership. According to Northouse, in 2000,
a new model was developed and presented by

Mumford and colleagues (Mumford,

Zaccaro, Harding et a1.,2000) (p.a3). This model was developed as a result of a project
that sought to determine which skills were exhibited by high performing leaders in the

military. It "examines the relationship between a leader's knowledge and skills (i.e.
capabilities) and the leader's perfonrance" (Northouse, 2010, p. 43). While other
leadership models focus on what effective leaders do and how they do it, this model is
based on the capabilities of leaders as individuals.

The skills based model developed by Mumford et. al. (2000) presents five major
components or groups of Ieadership

skills. A measure of effective

leadership, therefore,

is determined according to the degree to which each of these five components is fulfilled.
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The five major components of this model include individual attributes, competencies,
leadership outcomes, career experiences, and environmental influences. The first three
are the basic skills required for proficiency. The final two components have an effect on

the first three.

According to Northouse (2010), the first component of individual attributes
includes a number of personal characteristics that are also considered in the traits
approach to leadership. These traits, in combination with other factors, play an important

role in the development of the competencies components of the model, which the author
suggests are "at the heart of this skills model"

fu.aa). Within the competency component

are such competencies as problem-solving skills, social judgment skills, and knowledge

or technical expertise. Many of these skills are noted in a wide variety of the leadership
models and theories throughout the literature. This skills model suggests that the

combination of the first two components of individual attributes and competencies affects
the third component with regard to problem-solving and overall performance (Northouse,
20 r 0).

The Mumford et. al. (2000) model presents fwo additional skills components

including career experiences and environmental influences. These two components bring
real life into the model. The career or life experiences of an individual play an important

role in the development and influencing of the attributes and competencies of the

individual. Hill (2003) documents

a number

of real-life examples that support the thesis

that leadership experience is necessary to acquire and develop leadership skills,
understanding, and expertise. The major skills components of attributes, competencies,
and leadership outcomes are further influenced by the environmental conditions or
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context within which they are acting (Northouse, 2000). As stated by Northouse, this is
an "expansive" model of leadership in that it considers multiple leadership components

including the effects of the environment and continued learning and leadership
development (p. 54).

While not an inherent trait such as those described by Gilpatrick (201 I ), the kind
of power that an individual possesses significantly affects his or her leadership ability.
Northouse (201 1, p. 6) describes two types of power that may be possessed by an

individual. Positional power is that which is derived from an organizational structure
which places an individual in a position of authority over others, and therefore,
potentially in a position of leadership over others. This type of power is not, as described
by others, an inherent leadership trait. The second type of power is personal power. This
type of power is derived from many of the traits of effective leadership I have previously
described. Personal power is derived from the exhibition of other traits and is a type

of

power to lead resulting from traits that are considered favorable by others.
Washbush (2005) suggests that many of these popular leadership theories have
been misnamed. He indicates, however, that there is one commonality among most

of

these theories. He suggests that the theories have an intense fbcus on the o'person in

charge" (p. 1081). For Washbush, this suggests that the person in charge is the "leader"
referred to in these theories. The people in charge are typically people in executive
positions. Note that these are not necessarily the people actually responsible for the
execution of an action. Rather, managers or lower level employees are the ones

performing the tasks. Washbush feels strongly that the leadership theories, by focusing on
people "in charge," are doing a disservice to the concept of effective performance.

.,-
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Rather, he says, we should focus on management and the activities that lead to real
results. Further, Washbush believes that the activities of management meet every

criterion for leadership. He states that "Clearly, there is no magic potion, pill, technique,
or wizard who can save us. Rather, we need to focus more clearly on helping people learn

to ask and answer the right questions in order to improve organizational focus,
effectiveness, and efficiency" (p. l08l ). This is an important consideration for the
development of our LDP for emerging leaders.

The Style Approach
As stated previously, Clowney and Cole (2001) suggest that, throughout the
course of US history, the approach to effective leadership has changed as the

environment has changed. While leadership traits such as sincerity, humility, courage,
and integrity were important in the early years of the country, leadership style has
become the greater emphasis for effectiveness today. Changes in core American values
have created an environment that favors process conceptions of leadership. This

will

be

an important consideration in the development of the LDP for emerging leaders at

Bachman's, Inc.
The skills and traits approaches describe factors of leadership effectiveness in
terms of the individual's characteristics and abilities to lead. In contrast, the style
approach addresses the behaviors of leaders. This approach focuses more on how the
leader approaches the process than what tools they bring to the process.

Northouse (2010) summarizes the development of the styles approach from the
perspective of three independent research efforts. Each of the three efforts reached

similar conclusions resulting in similar models of leadership effectiveness through
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leadership style. Research conducted at the Ohio State University (Hemphill

&

Coons,

1957) was based on the development of the Leader Behavior Description Questionnaire.

The questionnaire was presented to a large number of respondents in a wide variety

of

settings. The resulting responses to this questionnaire suggested that leadership behavior
was centered on two Upes of behavior. According to Northouse (2010), these two

primary leadership behaviors are "initiating structure behavior" and "consideration
behavior" (p. 70). The "initiating structure behavior" is that style of leadership behavior
that provides a structure from which a task may be conducted and realized.

"Consideration behaviors" are those activities conducted by the leader that nufiure others
and considers human relationships as a part of the process.

Northouse (2010) presents the research conducted at the University of Michigan

(Cartwright & Zander,l960) as another effort to gain insights into the effect of style in
overall leadership effectiveness. This study also identified two primary behaviors that
leaders exhibit in a variety of settings. These are "employee orientation" and "production

orientation" (l.Jorthouse, 2010,

p.7l). According

to Northouse, these two behaviors

closely parallel the two behaviors identified in the Ohio State work. The production

orientation described by Cartwright and Zander ( 1960) is similar to the initiating structure
behavior, and the employee orientation behavior parallels the consideration behavior
described by Hemphill and Coons (1957). In summary, both of these studies identified

two primary categories by which leadership behavior may be classified. One category of
behavior describes how a leader completes tasks, while the other category describes how
the leader relates to people involved in the process of completing tasks.
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Northouse (2010) presents a third, somewhat similar approach which suggests
that a leader's style will fall between the two extremes of task-oriented and peopleoriented leadership styles. The Leadership Grid@, as designed and developed by Blake
and McCanse (1991) plots leadership styles on a spectrum between the extremes of a

"concern for production" and a "concern for people" (p. 72). These two extremes closely

parallel the two styles identified and described above. The Leadership Grid@ identifies

five major leadership styles, each with varying degrees of emphasis on human
relationships and task accomplishment.

It is important to note that, while this study effectively describes leadership style
based on concern for task versus concern for the human relationship, the model does not

go on to predict leadership effectiveness based on the style identified (Irlorthouse, 2010,

p. 79).It would appear that the leadership style most appropriate for successful results
might vary with the environment, the situation, and the task to be accomplished. These
studies do not appear to consider these and other important factors. The situational

approach, described below, begins to consider these outside variables.

The Situational Approach to Leadership
Northouse (2010) presents two leadership approaches that utilize our
understanding of leadership styles and puts them into the context of a given situation. The
Situational Approach and the Contingency Theory are similar to each other in that they
consider how a given leadership style may or may not fit effectively into a given

situation. While similar in this respect, these two approaches suggested different
approaches to matching the style of leadership to the situation as well as different ways to
measure and categorize these styles.
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The traits, skills, and styles approaches to understanding leadership are each
somewhat unique and specific to the elements that are important to the effective
outcomes of leadership. The situational approach to leadership, as presented by
Northouse (201 0) and others, is an approach that utilizes elements from each of the
previous three approaches to describe how, in varying situations, certain traits, skills,
and/or styles may be employed in order to achieve optimizalleadership.

According to Northouse (2010), Hersey and Blanchard (1969) were the first to

identify and describe the situational approach. The essence of this approach is that the
leader must understand the motivation and qualifications of his subordinates and

fit his or

her leadership to match their development position. This requires flexibility, openmindedness, and an awareness of the specific needs and abilities of the team.

Another spectrum used to classiff situational leadership styles evaluates the
supportive and directive qualities of leadership (Northouse, 2010, p. 89). In order to lead
effectively, it is essential to blend these two styles in a combination that matches specific
situations and suits the team.

According to Northouse (2010), the subordinate's level of development combines
measures of commitment and motivation and the level of competence for any given task.

It is important to note that an added challenge to the process of situational leadership

is

that the developmental level of the subordinate may, and likely will change over time
(Northouse, 2010, p. 94). These changes may be subtle or not and may occur over

relatively long or short periods of time. The leader must be aware of these changes and
continue to flex the leadership style to match the current level of development of the
subordinate.
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Another way to categorize situational leadership styles is the Siluational
Leadership

II model, which Northouse (2010)

presents and describes and which

Blanchard (1985) refined. This model places leadership styles into four quadrants based
on varying degrees of direction and support. The styles are then matched within this grid

with the corresponding level of subordinate development. The author suggests that this
grid offers a prescription for matching leadership style with subordinate development

(lrlorthouse,20l0). It is interesting to note that the model and grid developed by
Blanchard (1985) is similar in many respects to the styles approach model proposed by

Blake and McCanse (1991).
While there are a number of shortcomings, concerns, or criticisms regarding the
situational approach, there are also a number of strengths. The situational approach offers
a model that is applicable in a variety of leadership settings. This approach is prescriptive

in nature; it makes recommendations of the most appropriate leadership styles for varying
situations. While this approach does not explicitly consider all situations and does not

fully identify how the level of subordinate commitment is determined, the model

does

emphasize the need to vary leadership style in varying situations. This approach is

straightforward and can be applied for the purposes of the development of an LDP for
emerging leaders at Bachman's, Inc.

The Contingency Theory
Unlike Hersey and Blanchard's (1969) situational approach to leadership, which
suggests that a given leader flex and change leadership styles to

fit a given situation,

the

corrtingency theory, its presented by Fieldler and Clemers ( 1974), suggests that leaders be
chosen according to the needs of a particular situation. According to Northouse (2010),
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the contingency theory "provides a framework for effectively matching the leader and the

situation" (p. 111).
As in the styles and the situational approaches, the contingency theory categorizes
general leadership styles as either "task motivated" or "relationship motivated"

(lrlorthouse,2010, p. 1l l). According to Northouse, Fieldler described leadership
situations according to a combination of three factors including the relative strength

of

the relationship between the leader and member or subordinate individual or group (good
or bad), the relative degree to which a task is defined and structured (high or low), and
the power or authority of the leader (strong or weak). The combined measurement

of

these three elements defines the situation of leadership within the contingency theory.

This theory then presents a range of leadership styles that best match the situation
identified. According to Northouse (2010), Fielder developed a scale by which to
measure leadership style. The scale is the "Least Preferred Coworker (LPC) scale" (p.
I l2). The contingency model presents a model for matching the leader with the defined

situation that promotes the optimal outcome.

According to Northouse (2010), the contingency theory of leadership has a
number of strengths relative to other approaches and theories. In particular, as it relates to

practical use, it helps to identify when a leader is not matched properly to a given
situation. It also does a good job of identifying the personality or style of a leader relative
to a variety of situations. As a general tool, this model is helpful in developing a
leadership team in a wide range of situations. The model does not, however, suggest how

to deal with situations of mismatched leadership. It does not provide for training or
modification of leadership style as suggested by the situational approach to leadership
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(l'Jorthouse,20l0). At Bachman's, Inc., a relatively small company, there are limited
leadership resources. As such, it is important that the leaders be well equipped to handle a

wide variety of situations. Instead of selecting a different leader when he or she is
mismatched with the situation, one might simply provide existing leadership with

additional training. While the concept and basic premise of the contingency theory may
be introduced in the LDP for emerging leaders, the theory and its application may not be

practical and will likely not be emphasized in the curriculurn.

Leader-Memher E,xchange Theory
The leader-member exchange theory stands apart from other leadership theories
and approaches in that, as stated by Northouse (2010),

"it

is the only leadership approach

that makes the concept of the dyadic relationship the centerpiece of the leadership
process" (p. 155). While other approaches focus on skills, traits, leadership styles and
behaviors, and the environment or situation in which leadership happens, the leaderexchange theory focuses directly on the nature of the relationship between a leader and

subordinate or other stakeholder.
The leader-member exchange theory is a commonsense approach to the reality

of

relationships within an organization and the resulting productivity or success of those
relationships. This theory is not overly complex and describes the nature of dyadic (two-

way interaction between leader and subordinate) relationships as either in-group or outgroup. This approach suggests that in-group relationships are generally positive in nature.
These relationships include a high degree of trust and reliance between the leader and

member. Resulting productivity and rewards are high. These relationships lead to overall

positive organizational performance. Out-group relationships are less productive and
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rewarding. These relationships are somewhat stagnant in nature and do not grow in terms

of trust, positive reinforcement, and resulting achievement. Those doing just what is
necessary and nothing more are typically characterized as out-group members. In-group

members, by contrast, show a desire to participate, grow, and excel within the
organization.
Because this theory demonstrates the high organizational value of positive leader-

member exchange, the theory suggests that leadership strategies that foster and encourage
such relationships be employed.According to Northouse (2010), this theory places a

strong emphasis on communication. This model recognizes the reality of out-group
member exchange in organizations. The model also strongly suggests the importance

of

developing and nurturing in-group type relationships to the greatest possible extent. With
regard to this, Graen and Eho-Bien (1991) suggest that leaders should emphasize the
creation and maintenance of high quality exchanges and relationships with all
subordinates, and that, significant research suggests that the practice of high quality
leader-member exchange does indeed produce positive and superior outcomes (p. 155).

While great energy and intention is required to develop the positive, "in-group"
relationships, the benefits of such relationships are worth the effort. These concepts are

important for leadership at all levels. Because these are significant challenges to the
creation and maintenance of positive, in-group relationships in a multi-cultural
environment, these concepts will be stressed in the LDP at Bachman's.

Transformational (Change) Leadership
Relatively new to the study and science of leadership theory is the concept of
transformational leadership. The basic concept of transformational leadership was first
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introduced by J. M. Burns in 1978, then expanded upon by Bass, Avolio, Bennis, Nanus,
Kouzes, Prosner, and many others in the 1980s and beyond, transformational leadership
has become a popular model

of current leadership thinking. Transformational leadership

is a broad concept encompassing numerous behaviors. This leadership strategy has a
focus on motivation and follower development as a process that transforms people, and,

ultimately organizations. According to Northouse (201 0), transformational leadership
describes "a wide range of leadership, from specifrc attempts to influence followers on a

one-to-one level to broad attempts to influence whole organizations and even entire

cultures" (p. 171-172). According to Northouse, transformational leaders are thought of
as agents of change. The process of transformational leadership recognizes how leaders

are able to inspire and motivate followers to achieve and accomplish organizational

excellence (p. 200). Northouse indicates that Burns (1978) was one of the first to define

transformational leadership as a process of leadership that elevates the "level of
motivation and morality in both the leader and the follower" (p 172). Transformational
leadership is generally thought of in its positive effect. The negative version of this
concept, as termed by Bass (1998) is pseudotransformalional leadership.
The specific concepts of transformational leadership are somewhat vague and

often complex. It is difficult to grasp the total meaning of the concept in a given situation.
While the concept of transformational leadership is likely beyond the scope of an LDP

for emerging leaders at Bachman's, Inc., the general concept is extremely important to
understand and appreciate as Bachman's, Inc. approaches current and long-term visioning
and planning.
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A number of transformational leadership models have been developed

and

presented. Northouse (201 0) presents three models of transformational leadership by
Bass and

Avolio, Bennis and Nanus (1985), and Kouzes and Posner (2002). Each of these

models emphasizes the leader's role and ability to motivate and inspire organizations to

high levels of achievement. The Bass model presents a full spectrum of leadership
qualities ranging from a non-leadership, hands-off approach to transformational
leadership. Essential transformational leadership values within this model include
idealized influence, inspirational motivation, intellectual stimulation, and individualized
consideration. These elements, when exhibited by leadership, ffiay, according to the

theory, lead to results greater than would be expected in the hands-on or transactional
approaches to leadership.

Northouse (201 0) reports that a result of survey work conducted by Bennis and
Nanus (1985) was the identification of four strategies that are common among leaders

involved in organizational transformation including:

.
'
.
.

Identification of a clear vision of the future.
Create social values and norms for the organization.
Create trust through consistent integrity.

Emphasize strengths over weaknesses (pp 182-183).

Not unlike Bennis and Nanus's model, Northouse (2010) presents a model of the
transformational leader as developed by Kouzes and Posner (2A02, pp. 184-185). This
model identifies five practices exhibited by successful transformational leaders: leading
by example. inspiring a shared vision, challenging the status guo, enabling others to act,
and encouraging organization. These strategies and practices are important to effective
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leadership, regardless of the approach or theory under consideration. These will be

included, in some form, in the LDP for emerging leaders at Bachman's, Inc. While the
emerging leader at Bachman's, Inc. will not typically be in a position to affect or

transform high-level corporate culture or direction, it is realistic and impofiant that lowerlevel activities may be transformed in some manner by the emerging leaders.
Team Leadership

An appreciation for the importance of effective and successful team performance
is essential in organizations. At Bachman's, Inc., a diverse company, teams exist and

function at all levels of authority. Interdisciplinary teams as well as teams within specific
disciplines must function effectively for the overall organization to thrive. An
understanding of team dynamics, team leadership, and team member roles and

responsibilities is important at all levels of authority including that of the emerging or
new leader. Typically ata lower level of leadership authority, the emerging leader may
serve in a team leadership role or more likely

will

serve as a team member or follower.

According to Northouse (2010), a criticism of the team leadership training models
is that they are "vague, complex, and somewhat overwhelming" (p. 260). Understanding
the complexities and wide variety of potential variables that may exist within the

functioning of teams may be overwhelming and complex. Northouse (2010) presents an
excellent summary of some of the most important considerations of successful team
performance.
Northouse (201 0), with supporting evidence and information from a variety of
others, suggests that team leadership is at the heart of successful team performance. He
cites Stagl, Salas, and Burke (2007), who state that "[t]he totality of research evidence
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support this assertion; team leadership is critical to achieving both effective and

behaviorally based team outcomes" (p. 242). Accordingto Zaccaro, Rittman, and Marks
(2001), "Effective leadership processes are the most critical factor in team success" (p.
452). Stewart and Manz (1995) echo this notion and say, "Conversely, ineffective
leadership often is seen as the primary reason teams fail " (p. 7aB). It is clear that

effective leadership, either by an individual team leader or shared among team members
is critical for successful team performance.
Research has shown that teams have the potential to exceed the performance

of

individuals in many circumstances, According to Northouse (2010), teams are
"organizational groups composed of members who are interdependent, who share
common goals, and who must coordinate their activities to accomplish these goals" (p.
241). Despite their advantages, teams also have the potential for significant failure

(l'{orthouse,2010, p. 242). Within the team, leadership is defined by the many roles that
the leader must perform. One primary duty of a team leader is to monitor the overall
performance of the team from a number of perspectives and to initiate actions necessary

to ensure success. The leader is responsible for continuous team-based problem
identification and solving. As stated by Kinlaw ( 1998), "superior team leadership focuses
constantly on both task and maintenance functions" (cited in Northouse,20l0, p.247).In
other words, the team leader must pay attention to the tasks involved in achieving a goal

while, at the same time, paying attention to the function of relationships within the team.
Barge ( 1996) indicates that a good team leader must be flexible and also must possess a

wide range of skills necessary to meet the diverse needs of the team (cited in Northouse,
2010,

p.zafi. Zaccaro et al. (2001) also suggest that team leaders must demonstrate
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discernment regarding which team problems need attention as well as the most

2a\.

productive intervention strategies for a given situation (cited in Northouse, 2010, p.

Northouse (2010) presents a model for effective team leadership (pp. 243-252).

This model contains a checklist, so to speak, by means of which a team leader will guide
a team through a process to achieve their goals. The model presents an orderly approach

to team leadership and includes numerous factors, activities, and influences that should
be considered by the leader throughout the process. The model prescribes three essential

leadership decisions that should be considered or made throughout the process.

1. Depending on the functionality

of the team and the challenges faced, the leader

must determine whether to monitor a situation or take action to change course.

2. The leader must then determine whether the challenge or problem is related to the
task or to human relationships.

3. Finally, the leader must determine whether the challenge or problem is internal to
the group or an external environmental force is acting on the progress of the
group.

Based on the decisions made by the leader, the model presents a wide range

of

possible actions that may be considered to employ to ensure that the group is able to
continue to perform productively toward achievement of the stated goals.

In addition to the team leadership model described above, Northouse (2010)
presents other research findings and recommendations regarding effective team

leadership. According to Larson and Lafasto (1989), there are eight characteristics
team excellence including, (cited in Northouse, 2010, p.252-255):

of
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.

Clear, elevating goals

.

Results-driven structure

.

Competent team members

.

Unified commitment

.

Collaborative climate

.

Standards of excellence

.

External support and recognition

.

Principled leadership

It is clear that the concept of team and the importance of effective teamwork

are

critical at all levels of leadership. The LDP for the emerging leaders
at Bachman,s, Inc.

will include training of team leadership

and team participation principles and strategies.

Leadership Ethics and Authentic Leadership
While there are many additional theories, concepts, and approaches
to our
understanding of leadership that stand beyond the scope of this project,
it is important to

include a brief discussion of the concept of leadership ethics and
authentic leadership.
These concepts, regardless of other concepts and theories
discussed previously, are

important at any level of leadership and are important at Bachman's,
Inc. The corporate
culture at Bachman's, Inc. has, since the company was founded in gg5,
r
been based on
continued emphasis of high moral and ethical standards as established
by the Bachman

family' For this reason, a discussion of leadership ethics will be imporlant
for inclusion in
the LDP' Because strong ethics are an important part of Bachman's,
Inc. culture, an
awareness of these ethics can and should influence our selection
of future leaders.
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Northouse (2010) suggests that ethics are a system by which individuals, groups,
organtzations, and societies define acceptable and desirable standards and morals. It is

from these standards that we further define how we are judged as we lead, follow, and
participate in society. Northouse (2010) summarizes many works across a number

of

disciplines into five principles of ethical leadership that may be traced back to the
thoughts of the Greek philosopher Aristotle. The five principles of ethical leadership,
according to Northouse, are "respect, service, justice, honesty, and community" (p. 386).
Leaders today are encouraged to live and lead authentically by these principles, so these

principles deserve central importance in the discussion of leadership. For this reason,
leadership ethics is important to consider as our emerging leaders are chosen and
developed and our current leaders continue to develop and lead effectively toward
organizational goals.

A relatively new concept in the discussion is authentic leadership (Northouse,
2010). This concept is important to consider at all levels of management and leadership

authority. Authentic leadership suggests a high level of trust and morality both of which
are valued by many organizations including Bachman's, Inc. The concept continues to be

refined in the literature and, according to the author, is currently defined from differing
perspectives. There is not a single accepted definition of the concept. From the
intrapersonal perspective, authentic leadership focuses on the leader's knowledge and

regulation of self. The developmental definition suggests that it is nurtured or developed
over time and through life experience. It is "grounded in the leader's positive

psychological qualities and strong ethics" (Northouse, 2010, p. 207). From the
interpersonal perspective, authentic leadership is relational and develops within the leader
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and in concert with the followers. Moreover, it develops from positive and constructive
interactions between the leaders and subordinates.

While Northouse (2010) suggests that the definition of authentic leadership
depends on the perspectives noted above, he presents the single definition as quoted from

Walumbra et al. (2008,p.94). Walumbra et al. define authentic leadership as "a pattern

of leader behavior that draws upon and promotes both positive psychological capacities
and a positive ethical climate, to foster greater self-awareness, an internalized moral

perspective, balanced processing of information, and relational transparency on the part

of leaders working with followers, fostering positive self-development" (p. 2l 6).
In further characterizing the authentic leader, Northouse (2010) presents five
basic traits or characteristics of the authentic leader as developed by George and Sims

(2007) who suggest that authentic leaders "understand their purpose, have strong values
about the right thing to do, establish trusting relationships with others, demonstrate self-

discipline and act on their values, and are passionate about their mission" (p.211-212).

Summary of Literature Review
This review of literature presents some basic, yet important information that helps
us to understand key elements

of leadership. It is clear that there are many perspectives

by which leadership may be viewed, understood, and practiced in a wide variety of
settings. Key theories and approaches to leadership discussed in this review of literature
have included:

.

fraits Approach

.

Skills Approach

.

Styles Approach
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.
'
.
.
'
.

Situational Approach
Contingency Theory
Leader-Member Exchange Theory

Transformational Leadership
Team Leadership
Leadership Ethics and Authentic Leadership
There are a number of additional leadership topics, theories, and practices that

have not been addressed in this review of literature that are also imporlant to our

understanding and execution of effective leadership. The development of a complete and

effective LDP at any level should include information relative to the following topics and
leadership activities in addition to the theories and approaches discussed previously in

this review:

'
.

Decision-Making,CreativeThinking

'
.

Visioning and Goal-Setting

'

Emotional and Social Intelligence

'

Communication

'

Sustainability of the Organization, Society, Environment, and Self

Problem-Solving

Influence and Persuasion

In conclusion, two components of leadership arise throughout the many
perspectives of leadership as described in this review: establishment of direction and

decision-making. Establishment of clear goals is necessary to understand an
organization's present capacities and trajectory. Goal-setting considers the organization's
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sulrounding environment and appreciates the forces therein. Northouse (2010) suggests
that the achievement of common goals is the end result and driving force and purpose

of

effective leadership. Effective leadership ensures that the goals of a group are common
among all members of the group (p. 3).
Wheatley (2006) creatively puts many aspects of leadership into the context

of

recent, and in many cases, complex science. Her thesis is that the laws of science are
analogous to how we act and perforrn as leaders. While the extent of her presentation is

well beyond the scope of this paper, she does presents

a number

of analogies between the

natural sciences and the development of leadership vision. Wheatley states that it is

important "to create the organizational conditions for people to set a clear intent, to agree
on how they are going to work together, and then practice to become better observers,
learners, and colleagues as they co-create with their environment"

fu a6). She goes on

say that the sciences have identified a number forces (such as magnetic) in our natural

world that affect our environment. As with these natural forces, there are also numerous
non-material forces that act on our organizations. Wheatley emphasizes that we must
recognize and appreciate these non-material forces that act as "invisible powers that exert

visible influence" (p. 50). These forces include such things as culture, values, ethics, and
vision. Wheatley's analogy of the new sciences of invisible force is important to
appreciate as leaders consider and develop the vision toward which they intend to lead.
Washbush (2005) has concluded, among other things, that it is effective decisionmaking that organizations require for movement toward excellence. He states that the
essential question is "How do people in organizations craft, make, and implement

reasonably good decisions?" (p. 1083) The author suggests that how effectively we move

5l
through the decision-making process may be a key element toward achieving what we
have attempted to define as leadership.

From personal experience, I feel that, while Washbush's perspective is not devoid

of truth, it is incomplete and shortsighted. The process of developing goals and a general
direction must proceed and guide consistent and productive decision-making. The
process of implementing decisions requires effective use of and execution of a wide

variety of other leadership skills such as communication, relationship building, problemsolving, teamwork and more. While decision-making is essential, I disagree with
Washbush's claim that decision-making alone is sufficient for organizational excellence.

It is important to keep in mind the reasons why an LDP is needed. Hill's (2003., p
5I

) study related the experience of l9 new leaders who failed to perform in their new

positions. She indicates that it generally took the new leaders in her study three to six
months on the job to more clearly understand the nature of the new leadership

responsibilities. Futher, she reports that the new leaders were surprised by the scope of
the new

job. In the words of one of the leaders, "This job is much

harder than you think"

(p. 55). Hill suggests that these new leaders "failed to fully appreciate that overload,

ambiguity, and conflict were inherent in the managerial role" (p. 55) One of the primary
hurdles that had to be overcome by Hill's group of subjects was a "transition of identity"

(p 6). She indicates that these new leaders

had to transition from a role of specialist or

producer to the new role of generalist, agenda setter, and network builder. They could no
longer operate independently, but rather, needed to learn to build and manage
relationships in order to excel in the leadership role. This transition of identity did not
come quickly or painlessly for these individuals.
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A primary goal of an LDP for the emerging leaders at Bachman's, Inc. is to help
these emerging leaders through this process of learning what leadership is and how to

effectively serve in their new leadership role. Inclusion of important leadership topics
identified in this review of literature is essential. Recognition of the pitfalls encountered
by new leaders, such as those described by Hill (2003) should also guide the development
of the LDP.

It will be important, in ourprocess of developing new leaders at Bachman's, to be
clear with the new leaders about the hows as well as the whats of their new position. This
is essentially the reason for the training proposed in this paper.
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Part II. Survey: Leadership Values and Development Needs at Bachman's, Inc.
Background

A next step toward development of

a curriculum designed for the emerging

leaders at Bachman's, Inc. was to gain an understanding of the existing management and

leadership culture at Bachman's, Inc. Additionally, it is important that we approach the
development of this curriculum with an understanding of the development needs relative

to existing values, priorities, and understandings in the company.
To gain a greater understanding of the culture and values of leadership within
Bachman's, Inc. as they relate to this project, a diagnostic survey was developed and

distributed to selected individuals within the company for the purpose of learning how
current employees feel and understand relative to the needs for leadership development

of

the emerging leaders in the company as well as their understanding of the leadership
culture within the company overall. This diagnostic survey was developed as the primary

tool to gain insights from current Bachman's, Inc. employees regarding a variety of
leadership values, priorities, current status and development needs of the emerging
leaders at Bachman's, Inc.

The results of this survey will be used in combination with personal insight and
experience and informal interviews and discussions with current Bachman's employees,
as

well as insights gained in the review of literature, to identify and prioritize leadership

concepts for inclusion in a Leadership Development Program (LDP) designed

specifically for the emerging leader at Bachman's, Inc. Gilpatrick (2011) describes a
process that was undertaken at the United Federal Credit Union to gain insights regarding
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the leadership traits and qualities that would be necessary for a CEO of this organization

to lead the company through a period of strong revenue growth" Rather than moving
through a period of strong growth and hoping that top leadership was properly positioned
and qualified, this company acted pro-actively to develop the model of leadership that

would be required during this time of growth. It is somewhat in this spirit that this survey
explores the values and development needs of the emerging leaders at Bachman's, Inc.

It is important to note that this survey was developed and executed before the
review of literature was completed. For this reason, the survey does not correspond to the
concepts presented in the literature review.

A number of leadership concepts or activities

which are included in the survey are not addressed in the literature review. A better
process would have been to complete the review of literature, including the study

of

current trends in leadership training prior to development of the survey questions. For the
purposes of this project, however, the survey data remains helpful in prioritizing and

determining the key elements of training most important for the emerging leaders at
Bachman's, Inc.
The survey design, which includes a variety of demographic information for each

participant, allows data analysis of each question relative to the demographic
information. For this project, I have chosen to base the data summaries primarily on the
demographic description of current position in the organization. For this analysis, I have
included the job classifications of executive/director, manager/assistant manager, and

"other." "Other" is made up of the combined data for the job classifications of
supervisor/crew leader, buyer/assistant buyer, sales/customer service, and others as
presented in the first survey question. According to the statistical analysis provided by the
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Qualtrics software, there is a low level of statistical significance between many of the
responses throughout the survey. The data results from this diagnostic survey

will

be used

as a guide and a tool to provide a general understanding of the views of the participants,

but

will not be used as statistically significant indicators of such understandings. Survey

results and discussion are presented below.

Survey Description, Results, and Discussion

An online survey was distributed to 103 employees. The survey was developed
and executed using the Qualtrics on-line survey tool available through Augsburg College.

All employees chosen for survey participation were currently in positions of mid to toplevel leadership or goal setting and decision-making authority. It is important to note that
participation in this survey was voluntary and anonymous. The fact that it was voluntary
removes some validity from the results, but the anonymity ensures that respondents were

not influenced by relationships within the company. The survey was accompanied by u
cover letter as shown in Appendix 1. The actual online survey is shown in Appendix 2.
The survey was open and available for response for a period of one week.
The survey included l6 questions designed to assess what current leaders, at

various levels of authority, understand and how they feel about a variety of leadership
concepts. Additionally, this diagnostic survey is intended to provide insights regarding
leadership development needs for the emerging leaders within the company.
The survey sought input and insights according to the following categories:

.

Demographics

.

Leadership Style

.

Leadership Activities
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'

Leadership Skills and Traits

'

Open ended

-

the final survey question offers the respondent the opponunity to

provide any additional input as desired.
Based on the statistical analysis of each question as provided by the Qualtrics

survey tool, the results and comparisons between ratings showed little significance at the
95% confidence level. The survey design and the low response rate to the survey
questions made it difficult, based on the statistical analysis, to draw strong conclusions.
Throughout the discussion of the survey results I have presented the data, but I have been
careful not to draw strong conclusions based on the data due to the lack of statistical
significance. I have presented trends and "soft" conclusions based on the data which

will

be helpful in the development of the LDP curriculum.

The results and discussion of the survey results are presented below according to
the four major groups of survey questions.

Demographics
The purpose of questions one through four is to gain an understanding of the
background of the survey participant. These demographics are also used in data analysis

to understand differences in leadership needs among demographics. The four
demographics questions are described as follows:

Question #1: What is your current position at Bachman's, Inc.? The purpose
of this question is to discover how differing levels of leadership authority or differing
types of positions within the company may influence perspectives of leadership thought
and values as they relate to this project. The categories of position included in this survey
are described as follows:
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a

E,xecutive/Director: These positions have significant authority and responsibility
over high-level vision and goal setting. These positions are accountable for

significant fjnancial outcomes as well as oversight of more than 100 seasonal or
permanent staff positions.
a

Manager/Assistant Manager: These positions have authority for daily operations

of specific departments or stores. These positions are accountable for the
execution of organizational goals as developed by upper level management. These
positions have influence and work as a team with upper management to develop
and achieve organizational goals. They are accountable for financial outcomes

within their specific department or store and for staff development and oversight
in these areas. It is not uncommon that the Assistant Manager position typically
requires minimal or no previous supervisory or leadership experience. These

individuals may have a pertinent technical background or show excellent
leadership potential. The Assistant Manager position will be considered for

inclusion in the leadership development program for new and emerging leaders.
o

Sunervisor/Crew Leader Under the direction of manager level positions, these
positions oversee specific operations within a department or store. These positions
may or may not have hiring authority, but do have accountability for project and

financial outcomes. These positions have decision-making authority and a
responsibility to develop and oversee the staff. These positions are typically
occupied by individuals with substantial experience with a particular product or
service. They require technical expertise but do not typically require previous
leadership experience. These are the true emerging leaders. This demographic will

s8

be a major portion of the target audience of the LDP for new and emerging
leaders.

A flaw of this survey is the relatively small number of survey invitees

included in the distribution of this survey. Due to the nature of the seasonal
business, at the time of survey distribution, the majority of this demographic was
on winter lay-off and not available to participate in the survey.
a

Buyers/Assistant Buyers: These positions are responsible for development and
procurement of product lines. While typically not in direct authority over other
staff, these positions are accountable and responsible for the development and
execution of company goals and have a direct accountability for strong team
leadership for execution of overall programs. People in these positions set goals
and make decisions. These people are expected to coordinate and communicate
across a variety of department and divisional areas of the company. Assistant

buyers will be considered for inclusion in the LDP for new and emerging leaders.
t

Sales and Customer Servrce These positions

typically do not have hiringifiring or

other management accountability for staff. These positions are responsible for
development and maintenance of customer relationships and generation
revenues. For successful

of

fulfillment of these duties, these positions must work

effectively as team members in the development of products and services.
Communication, teamwork, and product knowledge are essential for success in
these positions. These positions were included in this survey because of the

involvement in the overall team for execution of company directives and total
or ganizati onal perfo rm anc e
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'

Other: A variety of supporl or other positions were included in this survey. Staff
members in departments including human resolrrces, communications, credit,

technology, and marketing were invited to participate in the survey. While not in
direct authority over other staff members, these positions have accountability for
visioning and goal setting as well as decision-making on a routine basis.

Question#2: What is the primary focus of your area of employment?
Bachman's, Inc. is a vertically integrated company, relying largely on itself for

production, distribution, and sales. The purpose of this question is to understand the
perspective from which the respondent is viewing the variety of leadership considerations

in the survey and to understand if this perspective has an effect on the leadership values
of the respondents.
The areas of employment included in this survey are described as follows:

'

Retail operations: These departments include all those directly related to
management or oversight of Bachman's, Inc. seven retail stores, bachmans.com,
and many floral outlets located in the local grocery stores.

'

Production: These departments include nursery, greenhouse, floral design, and
planter production. They have the responsibility to oversee all activities related to

planning and execution of production-related operations as well as coordination

with outside vendors that supplement Bachman's, Inc. internal resources.

'

Support Departments: These departments support the revenue areas of the
company. These departments include facilities maintenance, delivery and

distribution, accounting, IT, human resources, and marketing.
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'

Sales and Customer Service: These departments and positions, while not directly

related to store operations, provide sales and customer service for wholesale,

retail, and special accounts. These departments include nursery wholesale,
commercial services, plant leasing, and landscape services.

'

Other: For the purposes of this survey, nearly all employees would fit within one

of the categories listed above. This option serves workers who are unsure of their
position, feel that they do not fit into the above categories, or hold responsibilities
in multiple domains of the company.
Question #3: How long have you been in your current position? The purpose
of this question is to allow some level of understanding of leadership values relative to
Iength of service in a current leadership position. While statistical significance is limited
throughout this survey, data will be analyzed to determine if any general trends appear in
terms of leadership value and understanding versus length of service. This may influence
or determine criteria by which to define the new leader for purposes of the LDP.

Question #4: How did you move into your current position? In many cases,
an employee who has gained a position through promotion or advancement has earned
the position by demonstrating strong performance. The purpose of this question is to

determine whether conclusions may be drawn or generalizations made regarding
leadership values and the method of progression into a leadership position. Choices
available for response include:

.
'
.

Direct hire into the current position
Promotion from within Bachman's, Inc. into the current position
Other
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Demographics

-

Results and Discussion

As shown in Table 2,53 (5170 response rate) respondents completed and
submitted the survey. The survey was distributed electronically to 103 current
manager/leaders at Bachman's, Inc. Invitees were allowed one week to complete the

survey. While the survey was presented as a voluntary project for staff, I am somewhat
disappointed in the relatively low response rate, especially among higher-level positions

of authority. While the response rate was highest among executives and directors, I
expected a 100% response rate from this group. While a 51To response rate is generally

considered to be high, I was somewhat disappointed that a higher percentage of those

invited to participate did not do so. The relatively low response rate among all
demographics may suggest that all demographics may benefit from additional emphasis
and training on leadership concepts. The s|%response rate (53 participants) resulted in a

low statistical significance of most data, thereby limiting the strength of the conclusions
drawn from the data. The second highest response rate was among the managers and
assistant managers. This is helpful in that

it is this job classification that works most

directly with the emerging leaders, and, in the case of assistant manager, may actually be
among the group for which this effort is intended. The responses from this demographic
are highly valued for the purposes of this project as well as for my personal

understanding.
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Table 2. Survey Participation (Question #l)

Invitees

Position
Executive/Director
Manager/Assistant Manager
Supervi sor/Crew Leader
BuyeriAssistant Buyer
Sales/Customer Service
Other
Total

Responses

o/o

t4

9

41

23

16

7

Responses

20

I

5

5

64%
s6%
44%
43%
40%
60%

103

53

5t%

.|

7

J

Table 3 shows the distribution of respondents by job function. In addition, the
table includes the actual total employment of Bachman's, Inc. (exclusive of seasonal and

part-time employees). While the makeup of the survey respondents does not match that of
the total company, the survey respondents do represent the various

job functions within

the company. There was a strong response rate from the retail, production, and
sales/customer service segments. The response rate among the leaders in the various

support departments was low relative to other areas of the company.
Table 3. Survey Respondents by Job Function (Question#2)

Invitee

Total Respondents

Qty.

Qry.

7o Response

Retail Operations

25

20

80.0%

Total
38%

Production

I

7

87.syo

Support Depamments

34

6

Total C
o/o

Sales/Customer Serv ice

36

l6

Other

0

4

Total

103

53

of

o/o

of Total

Company

Qty.

%

409

s3%

t3%

s%
8v,

8s

1lV,

17.60/0

llYo

40h

162

21o/o

44.4o/o

30Y,

t4%

114

l5o/o

0

0Y.

770

r00%

8%
5t.5'/o

100%

70/,

Table 4 shows the demographic breakdown of the survey respondents in terms of
length of service in the current position. Bachman's, Inc. employee retention is generally
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good, resulting in a workforce with significant accumulated experience. The data show
that 57o/o of respondents have more than five years of experience in the current position.

While, not statistically significant according to the Qualtrics statistical analysis of the
data, the years of experience in a current position may have an impact on perspectives

of

Ieadership. The data results presented for questions 5-16 are based on the demographic

of

job classification. For the purposes of this project, I have chosen not to analyze responses
throughout the survey against the length of service or tenure. While it may be interesting

to understand how leadership perceptions may differ between employees with greater
tenure and newer staff, I do not feel that the length of service brackets used in this survey

offer enough information to make such an analysis meaningful or useful for the purposes
of this project.
Table 4. Total Survey Participation and Tenure of in Current Position (Question #3)

Total
Position
Executive/Director
Manager/Assistant
Manager
Supervisor/Crew Leader
Buyer/Assistant Buyer
Sales/Customer Service
Other
Total

Less than

Qty

%

Qtv

9

lTVo

0

23

43%
t3%
6%

7
a
J
8

J-

s3

t5%
6%

I Year 1 - 5 years

J+ years

%
0%

Qty

%

Qtv

3

33%

6

J

13Yo

4

16

70%

2

29%
33%
0%

2

17%
29%
67%
38%
33%

3

43Yo

0

}Yo

5

63%
0%

-t

I
0
2

100% 8

2
,'

J

6t%

1

ls%

15 28% 30

0

%
67%

570A

As shown in Table 5, 62yo of all respondents were promoted from within
Bachman's, Inc. to their current leadership position. This supports the unwritten company

policy or emphasis on employee development and advancement. This trend may have
some degree of influence on an employee's motivation to learn, develop skills, and
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perform at a high level with the goal or intention of continued career advancement. This
trend of promotion from within is considered a leadership value within Bachman's, Inc.
as

well as support for the need and desire for continued training and development as staff

strives to move through the ranks within Bachman's, Inc.
Table 5. Path to Current Position (Question #4)

Qtv.
Hired Directly
Promoted
Other
Total

For questions #5

%
36%
62%

l9

JJ
I

ZYo

l 00%

53

- #75, the data are presented

in a manner that allows us to

compare and contrast responses by different levels of management and authority. While

lacking statistical significance, the purpose of this format is to present a picture and
possibly draw conclusions about leadership values, training needs, and understandings at
these differing levels of leadership authority. The following discussion of the data
focuses on the demographic

ofjob classification. For this presentation, the classifications

of buyers/asst. buyers, sales and customer service, and other are grouped together as
"other".
Not presented are data by other demographics such as length of service, path to
current position, or joh function. Upon examination of the data, it seems most appropriate
to understand the leadership perspectives of the different job classifications. Throughout
the presentation of the open-ended responses to questions 5 , 6,7,

1

l, and 15, leadership

concepts identified by respondents that may be important to include in the LDP training
are underlined in the presentation of the survey results.
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Leadership Style
Three questions regarding leadership style are included in this survey. The
questions regarding leadership style indirectly relate to the discussion of the styles
approach to leadership as described by Northouse (2010) and others in the review of the

literature. The styles approach to leadership suggests that leaders focus on task oriented
issues or human relationship priorities. The styles offered within the survey focus on how
a leader approaches those two extremes of leadership style. The purpose of these

questions is to gain an understanding of the leadership styles that exist at Bachman's, Inc.
at the various levels of leadership authority.

Question #5: Characterize your leadership style. The purpose of this question
is begin to understand the approach to leadership that is prevalent among Bachman's, Inc.
leadership staff. This question may offer insights regarding many leadership skills and
approaches including communication, and team leadership. This

will guide the

development of the LDP curriculum. Styles available for choice in the survey include the

following:

'

Collaborative or democratic

'

Delegative

- I delegate

- everyone gets a say in how we proceed.

responsibilities to others and trust that they will get the job

done.
a

Authoritative
a direction

e

- I am the boss and will

give specific direction to move the team in

I determine.

Other: An opportunity was given for the respondent to supply other or related
responses to this question.
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While these styles do not relate directly to those identified in the review of
literature, they do reflect an inclination toward production or task vs. an inclination

toward people. These survey questions were developed before the review of literature
was complete and therefore do not reflect the information presented in the literature

revlew.
Question #6: How do you describe your decision-making style? The purpose
of this question is to determine how the leadership team members approach decisionmaking and problem-solving. Insights from these responses may speak to leadership
values and

will also lead to recommendations for LDP inclusion. Available

choices

include the following:

'

Intuitive: I make decisions and set goals based on gut feeling, trusting in intuition.

'

Analytical: I make decisions and set goals based on careful study of the facts and
other information available.

'

Other: This choice is an open-ended opportunity for the respondent to offer a

different choice or add information or ideas.
Question #Tt Optional

- Comments

or thoughts regarding leadership and

decision-making. This open-ended question is a third in a series of questions about
leadership styles. The purpose of this question is to give the respondent an opportunity to

reflect on leadership style and submit other responses that may not have been available
among the multiple choice selections. This is also an opportunity to possibly gain a
greater understanding of what the leadership team is thinking about leadership values,
and possibly allows development of conclusions regarding leadership development needs.
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Leadership Sfyle - Results and Discussion. Questions

5

- 7 seek insights

regarding leadership styles among current staff in leadership positions. Questions 5 and 6
were presented in a multiple-choice format, which to some extent implies that leadership
styles are "either-or". Upon further consideration after the survey was completed, it is
clear that a question format that allowed a sliding scale of responses would have been
more appropriate for these questions. It would have acknowledged that leadership styles
are not mutually exclusive, but rather, can lean one way or the other.

As shown in Table 6, the results show that the responses from Bachman's, Inc.
are split evenly between the collaborative and the delegative style. It may be the case that
the process of delegation does, indeed, involve a process of collaboration with the team.

It is interesting that the styles responses lean strongly away from the authoritative
approach to leadership. This may imply that a strong leadership value at Bachman's, Inc.
is that of teamwork, coordination, and cooperation rather than a strong, central leader

influencing a group of followers. This may also suggested a leadership "weakness" that
may exist among the leadership teams. While the authoritative approach to leadership is

low as a leadership value at Bachman's, Inc., it is essential to have the ability and
willingness to lead with strength and determination to fulfill a goal. A discussion of these
leadership styles will be an important inclusion in the LDP. It is clear that the responses
to the open-ended "other" choice indicate that a mix of the delegative and collaborative
styles is prevalent among the Bachman leadership team.
The open-ended responses to the choice of "other" include:

.

Executive/Director Response

o "l use all of the above depending on the circumstances."
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.

o

"A mix of delegative

o

"A combination of collaborative

and collaborative"
and delegative style"

Manager/Assistant ManagerResponses

o "l ask for input from my team leaders in some cases, but ultimately

I

make the final decisions as to the goals for the store and the staff."

o
'

"Delegative with collaborative efforts worked in."

Other Responses

o

"I

delegate based on strengths, interests, and talents to efficiently meet

company qoals and standards."

o

"Give goals and parameters, lots of listening, followed by giving lots of
help and do a lot of teaching."

Table 6. Leadership Styles of Curuent Bachman's Leaders (Question #5)

Style
Collaboralivel
Democratic
Delegative
Authoritative
Other
Total

Total
Qtv. %

/
Director
Qtv. %

Executive

Manager /
Asst.

Manager Other
Qty. % Qty.

a

J

33%

10

2t

42%
40%

2

220h

10

2

4o/o

0

0%

0

B

t5%

4

440

3

22

s3

100%

9

100%

23

43%
43%
0%

t3%
100%

9
9
2
1

2t

%

39%
39%
9%
4%
100%

Question #6 explores how the Bachman's team approaches the task of decision-

making. Much like the previous question, rather than a multiple-choice question, this
question may have been better structured as a sliding scale between the choices offered.
The data and open-ended comments suggest that the leadership at Bachman's, Inc. values
a balanced approach between analytics and

intuition with a slight leaning towards an
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analytic style in the decision-making process. The relatively high number of "other"
responses suggests that the two approaches are not mutually exclusive. This speaks to the

value or leadership approach of situational leadership or possibly the contingency theory.

My personal experience and observation is that there is less of a blending of approaches
within individuals than the data suggest. I observe or'Judge" that individuals typically
lean strongly toward one style or the other. Because the nature of the decisions being
made may require one style over the other,

it is important that our leadership be able to

discern these differences. These concepts should be included, in some applicable form, in
the LDP.
The open-ended responses to the choice of "other" include the following, with my
emphasis:

.

'

Executive/Director Responses

o

"A mix of intuitive

o

"Both"

and analytical"

ManagerlAssistantManagerResponses

o

"Combo of experience and analyzing current environment"

o

"90o analytic I l0% intuitive"

o

"Combination of both"

o

"A combo of both, in our industry, I don't believe you can truly

be

successful with just one style or the other."

o

"Primarily analytic, however definitely blend in the intuitive aspect for
balanced approach."

o

"Combination"

a
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o "l feel I use both of these styles."
.

Other Responses

o

"I make decisions

based on past experiences with the company and the

vision the company has for the future of the store."

o

"A combination - there are the facts and then you tweak with the gut
from experience."

o

"Mix of intuitive/analytic"

o

"Both are important"

Table 7. Decision-making Approach Among Current Bachman's Leaders (Question #6)

Decision-making
Approach
Intuitive
Analytic
Other
Total

%
28%
4s%
26%

Executive /
Director
Qtv. %
3
33%
4
44%
2
22%

100%

9

Total

Qtv.
15

24
14

s3

Manager /
Asst. Manager
Otv. %
6
26%
9
39%
I
35%

100% 23

Other

Qtv.
6

ll
4

100% 2t

%
26%
48%
17%

r00%

Question #7 seeks open-ended responses relative to an understanding and
approach to decision-making. Open-ended responses to questi on #7 question included

the following, with my emphasis by underlining:

.

Executive/Director Responses

"Most good employees set hiqh standards for themselves. Specific soals

limit what can be achieved."

o

"I

use

all styles of decision-making heavily based on facts and always

try to be decisive."

7l

o "l believe it is important to listen to people's ideas and feelings prior to
making leadership decisions; there is no I in TEAM."
a

Manager/Assistant Manager Responses

o

"Em

o

"People decisions are more intuitive and business decisions are more

wertn employees to use their strength"

analytical." (This speaks to human vs. task style of leadership as
presented in the review of literature.)

o

"Consistency in the approach of the leadership team is critical to the
grounding of the team and building their confidence in attacking issues
and problems as they arise."

o

"Our business is driven hy our weather, making it necessary to plan
ahead and have the

ability to leave a job (change tasks/priorities) for

another at any time."

o

"The entry-level, new leader or supervisor should be much more
analytic from the start. You become more intuitive in your decisionmaking with experience."

o "l find "Lead by Example" to be a successful style."
o "l use a little bit of collaborative to complement my delegative style and
also use some analytic in decision-making. While people may use one

style primarily, I believe most managers use a combination of styles,
depending on the circumstances." (situational)
a

Other Responses
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{)

"l think a good leader

needs to analyze the facts and make decisions

based on that, keeping in mind their own intuitions about industry trends
( or weather

ictions

,))

These open-ended responses are somewhat enlightening in terms of leadership

style, values, and development needs. As respondents pondered this question and

provided input, it is clear that they were thinking about their personal leadership style and
skills. This is a positive and productive by-product of the survey exercise. A number of
leadership activities, skills, traits, and strategies are identified in the comments provided

for this question that may suggest inclusion in the LDP. Leadership concepts identified
include the following:

.

Decision-making

'
.

Team building and team leadership

'
.

Situational leadership
Consistency(authenticleadership)

'

Communication

Goal setting (strategic planning)

Leadership Activities
The four questions regarding leadership activities served to provide an
understanding of which activities are most important at Bachman's, Inc., what strengths
and weaknesses exist relative to these activities, and how these activities are ranked by

current staff in terms of importance for the emerging leader. Questions #8, #9, and #70
asked for responses to specific leadership activities. Question

#l 1 is an open-ended

opportunity to provide more detailed responses or responses that were not included in the
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choices of the first three questions. The leadership activities included in these questions
are as follows:

.

Visioning and goal-setting

.

Decision-making

.

Problem-solving

.

Influence/Persuasion

'

Team leadership

'
.

Change leadership

Communication
Note that only seven leadership activities or skills are included in this list. The

leadership activities listed above are identified either directly or indirectly in the literature
reviewed. It is clear that this list could have been developed to include a far broader list

of considerations. This list was developed to be as inclusive of the many leadership
activities as possible without overly burdening the survey with considerations.
Question #8: Rank the following leadership activities in order of importance

for your position. The purpose of this question is to gain an understanding of how each
of these choices fits within the leadership team's understanding of these activities. These
responses

will

be used, to the extent possible, to determine relative values of these

activities and the need for further development of these leadership skills and activities.
Question #9: Relative to your current position and responsibilities, please
rate yourself on how effective you feel you are for each leadership activity listed

below. The purpose of this question is to gain

an understanding of how current managers

and leaders feel about their personal leadership attributes, skills, and approaches. This
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information will be used to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of current staff as well
as guide the development

of the LDP curriculum. In combination with data from

question #8, the information may be used to develop recommendations regarding
leadership training at all levels of authority represented in the survey.

Question #10: Rank the following leadership activities in order of importance

for an emerging or new leader or supervisor. The purpose of this question

is to gather

input from current manager/leaders that will influence the development of the LDP
curriculum. This question is intended to provide information that allows the prioritization
of a variety of leadership activities relative to the training needs of the new leaders at
Bachman's, Inc.

Question #1 1: Optional

- Comments

or thoughts regarding leadership

activities. This open-ended question is a fourth in

a series

of questions about leadership

activities. The purpose of this question is to give the respondent an opportunity to reflect
on leadership activities and submit other responses that may not have been available
among the multiple-choice selections. This is also an opportunity to gain a greater
understanding of what the leadership team is thinking relative to these leadership

activities. This understanding may allow us to draw conclusions regarding leadership
development needs.

Leadership Activities

-

Results and Discussion.

The data from question #8 suggest that different levels of authority have varying
rankings of the importance of the leadership activities presented in questions #8 through
#11. While not statistically significant, the data suggest that the Executive/Director level
positions feel that having a clear vision and setting goals is of highest priority while the
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mid and lower-level management staff rate communication as most important. This is
consistent with comments conveyed to me from mid-level managers, who said that they

would appreciate improved communication from the top of the organization. This may
suggest the need or opportunity for additional leadership training for upper level
management as well. This also suggests (possibly) that mid-level managers feel that

communication of the top-level vision is of high importance. Also important is the
relatively high value placed on team leadership by the mid-level management staff.
These results indicate the need for more thorough study.

Upper- and mid-level management consistently rated influence and persuasion
lower in importance as a leadership activity. I find this interesting in that my personal
analysis of this activity is one of high importance. As noted throughout the literature

review, the ability to influence a group of people to move toward a common goal is of
key importance for effective leadership. The relatively low rating for this activity among
the leadership team at Bachman's, Inc. may reflect some degree of "Minnesota Nice."

My perception of the leadership culture at Bachman's, Inc. is one of "leadership by
example." This is supported by the data in Table I that suggests that the leadership team
rates persuasion and influence low in importance.

will

strengthen our leadership effectiveness. It

A stronger emphasis on these skills

will

be impofiant to include this concept in

the LDP for new leaders. The totals of all respondents suggest that change leadership is
ranked lowest in importance while communication is ranked highest. The values

of

effective communication and team leadership are clearly of high priority to the leadership
team at Bachman's, Inc. These will also be included in the LDP. While rated relatively
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low according to the survey results, the concepts and importance of change leadership
must also be included, in some fashion, in the LDP,

Table 8. Average Rating of Importance by Position (Question #8)
(1

:

Least Important,T: Most Important)

Activity or Skill

Executive

Manager /
Asst.

Total

/ Director

Manager

Vision/Goal Setting
Decision-Making
Problem-Solving
Influence/Persuasion
Team Leadership
Change Leadership
Communication

3.6

4.9

3.5

aF,

3.0
3.4

3.1

J-t
2.9

3.8

Other
3.4
3.4
3.9

1.3

1.2

1.2

t.4

3.6

3.2

4.1

l.t

1.4

1.4

4.2

3.7

4.1

3.4
0.1
4.7

Question #9 is a self-evaluation of respondent's ability to perform the various
leadership activities. While the executive/director level staff felt that visioning and goal
setting are most important (Table B), they rated their personal ability or performance in

this activity relatively low. This group rated themselves highest in the ability to solve
problems. The mid- and lower-level managers, while rating communication as the most

important activity, rated themselves lowest in their self-perception of their ability to
communicate. The subject of effective communication is clearly essential to include in
the LDP.

It is interesting to note that all groups saw problem-solving

as

their greatest

strength. As is the case in many management positions, problem-solving and overcoming
challenges are daily or routine tasks. My personal observation is that we often do not
accurately identify the true problem to be solved. Problem-solving discussion will be

included in the LDP.
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Table 9. Averuge Rating of Leadership Activity Performance by Position (Question #9)

1:Poor,5:Good
Executive

Manager
/ Asst.

Activity or Skill

Total

/ Director

Manager Other

Vision/Goal Setting
Decision-making
Problem-solving
Influence/Persuasion
Team Leadership
Change Leadership
Communication

4.2

)-t
4.5
4.6
3.4

4.1

4.5
3.9
4.2
4.3

4.0

.I

FT

4.1

4.4
3.9

4.4

4.1
4.3

4.4
4.0
4.4
3.7
4.2

4.5

4.1

4.1

3.9

4.1

4.6

The results of question #10 are important for determining priorities for the LDP

curriculum. According to the survey data, all levels of management are in agreement
regarding the most and least important leadership activities for the emerging leader at
Bachman's, Inc. Of highest importance was communication. As noted above, the LDP

will

emphasize communication skills. Conversely, there is consensus among all

job

classifications that change leadership is of least importance. While this may suggest that
the topic of change or transformational leadership is not important to include in the LDP,

it may also suggest that change leadership is of higher importance for upper-level leaders.

If

so,

it is important for the emerging leaders to understand the concept of change and be

mindful of followership skills as they relate to the process of change. The concept of
following, as it relates to the process of change, should be included in the LDP. Change
or transformational leadership will have an important presence in the LDP for new
leaders at Bachman's, Inc. Team leadership and problem-solving were also rated high in

imporlance for the new leader and will be included to some degree in the LDP.
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Table I0. Aug. Rating of Importance of Activities for Emerging Leaders (Question #10)

(1

:

Least Important,T

:

Most Important)

Activity or Skill
Visior/Goal Setting

Total

Decision-making
Problem-Solving
Influence/Persuasion
Team Leadership
Change Leadership
Communication

3.2
3.5
1.7

2.9

4.1

0.9
4.7

Executive
/ Director
2.7
3.8
3.6
1.9

4.4
0.2
4.4

Manager /
Asst.

Manager
nn
L.L

3.2

3.4
2.0

Other
3.4
2.9
3.6
1.5

4.5

3.6

0.9
4.9

1.3

4.6

The open-ended responses to question # 1 l, which seeks to gain additional insights
regarding Bachman's leaders views and understanding of these leadership activities
included the following:

.

Executive/Director Responses

o

"A new leader

has to resist the temptation of having instant impact,

unless going into a terminal operation. Listen and learn from the

existing staff. They know more about their store, their customers, and
their staff. Utilize the existing expertise."

.

Manager/AssistantManagerResponses

o

"Largest challenge for emerging is to develop a trust with the team so
that the team will follow."

.

Other Responses

o

"My hope is that employees have enough trust in their

leaders that they

do not need to be persuaded or influenced to move in the desired

direction."
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o

"COMMUNICATION is key for existing and new members of the
leadership team. I feel like we have many improvement opportunities in

this organization to communicate our everyday and long-term decisions.
More importantly, there is a lack of communicating plans of execution the HOW something will get done. Many good ideas fall through the
cracks because execution plans are not thought through and

corrununicated to all of the appropriate parties."
The need to lead by example was expressed by a number of respondents. As
discussed above, this seems to be part of the leadership culture at Bachman's, Inc. The

thought that experience is needed to become an effective leader also appears throughout
the survey. This may speak to the need for further leadership training and development at
the lower and intermediate levels of authority and leadership. Experience is a slow, lifelong process. Through leadership development, we can provide tools that are consistent

with company values. Training may accelerate the process of leadership development and
acquisition of leadership experience and expertise. The roles of influence and persuasion
are also important in this process.

The concepts of "listen ," "learn " "experience," and "expertise" identified in the
open-ended responses to question #11 may suggest an opportunity and need for a more

structured mentorship program at Bachman's, Inc. Mentorship has proven to be an

effective development strategy in many circumstances. Bachman's, Inc. does not have

a

formal mentoring program, but rather conducts this process in an informal, unstructured
manner. Mentoring, in some form, will be an important strategy included in the LDP for
emerging leaders.
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Other concepts identified in the responses to question #11 suggest again that

communication is of high import to include in the LDP. The comment that suggests that
"there is no training here on leadership" also supports the importance of and LDP for
emerging leaders. This comment was presented by a member of the executive/director
team, suggesting that leadership training may be valuable at all levels of leadership in the
company.

Leadership Skills and Traits
The purpose of questions#12,,#13,#14, and#15 is to gain insights regarding how
a variety

of skills and traits are perceived in terms of leadership importance at

Bachman's, Inc. as well as how these skills and traits are rated in importance for the
emerging leader. The first three questions asked for relative ratings of importance or
performance. The fourth question is an open-ended opportunity to provide more detailed
responses or responses that were not included in the choices of the first three questions.

For the purposes of this survey, the following eight groups of leadership skills and traits
were offered as choices or options for each of the questions:

.

Effective Communicator

.

Dedicated and Committed

.

Integrity, Honest, Trustworthy

.

Socially and Emotionally Intelligent

.

High Energy, Productive

'
.

Technically Knowledgeable

.

Strong Math and Writing Skills

Inspirational, Charismatic, Encouraging

BI

It is impofiant to note that additional descriptions of each of the above were not
provided, leaving open a great latitude of interpretation.
Question#12l. Please rank the following leadership traits in the order that

you feel most important as you perform your job as a leader. The purrpose of
question #12 is to gain an understanding of how current leaders at Bachman's, Inc.
perceive the importance of the various leadership traits and skills as they perform their

role as leaders in the company. This information will be used to guide the development of
the LDP for emerging leaders at Bachman's, Inc. as well as provide input regarding

training needs for existing staff.
Question #13: Please rank the following leadership traits in the order that

you feel most important for an emerging leader. The purpose of this question is to
gain an understanding of what current leaders in the company feel is important, relative
to the skills and traits listed, for emerging leaders to develop in order to succeed in the
leadership role. This will be important information to consider in the development of the

LDP for emerging leaders at Bachman's, Inc.
Question#14:. Please rate yourself in terms of your strength in each of the

following leadership traits. The purpose of this question is to provide a picture of
current managers' and leaders' understanding and personal comfort level with a variety

of leadership skills and traits. This information will be used in combination with the data
from question #12 lo contrast the prioritization of importance with the self-evaluations of
effectiveness of each skill or trait. This information may be used to guide the
development of the LDP for emerging leaders as well as to provide recommendations for

further Ieadership training for higher-level staff.
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Question #15: Optional

-

Comments or thoughts regarding leadership traits.

The purpose of this open-ended question is to give the respondent an opportunity to

reflect on leadership traits and submit other information that may not have been solicited

explicitly among the multiple-choice selections. This is also an opportunity to gain

a

greater understanding of what the leadership team is thinking about leadership skills and

traits and possibly help us to draw conclusions regarding leadership development needs.

Leadership Skills and Traits

-

Results and Discussion. Leadership skills may

be considered those attributes of effective leadership that can be acquired and built upon

over time. Leadership traits are commonly considered those attributes of effective
leadership that are typically a part of the genetic make-up of an individual. It may be
possible to develop certain leadership traits over time thought training and practice. The

list of skills and traits offered for consideration in this survey may (arguably) be
identified as skills as follows:

.

Technically knowledgeable

.

Strong Math and Writing Skills

'

Knowledgeable in Policy and Procedure

The list of traits was as follows:

.

Dedicated and Committed

.

Integrity, Honest, Trustworthy

.

Socially and Emotionally Intelligent

'
.
.

High Energy, Productive
Inspirational, Charismatic, Encouraging
Decisive
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Another way to categorize these survey choices is by the nature of the skill or
trait. In -eeneral, those identified as leadership traits in the list above might also be
considered to be "soft" leadership skills, while those identified as leadership skills may
be categorized as "hard" leadership skills. This categorization is reflected in the data
presented below.

It is important to note that additional descriptions of each of the above were not
provided, leaving a large degree of freedom of interpretation. This fact, combined with
the low statistical significance of the data makes it difficult to draw strong conclusions

from the data. General trends do exist throughout this data that will be helpful in

prioritizing the leadership skills and traits for inclusion in the LDP.
As shown in Table I l, the ratings of importance of these skills and traits are
somewhat divided along the line of "hard" and "soft" skills as described above. The soft

skills are generally considered more important for the respondents. The hard skills,
especially math and writing skills and knowledge of company policy and procedure are
considered less important for effective leadership. While the question was not asked in
the survey, it may be that these results suggest that the respondents are differentiating
management

fiom leadership, This unfounded conclusion suggests a conceptual

understanding of overall leadership relative to management.
Consistent across all job classifications is the high rating of importance of being
an effective communicator. Table I

I

shows that being an effective communicator was

highest imporlance for respondents in their respective positions. This is consistent with
the data and comments related to leadership activities in questions #8 -

#ll,

further

of
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supporting the inclusion of a variety of communication topics in the LDP for new leaders
at Bachman's, Inc.
Each category or job classification represented in Table I

I

has

differing opinions

of the least important trait or skill on the list. The upper level leaders feel that knowledge
of company policy and procedure is of least importance for effective leadership with
math and writing skills also low in importance. The mid-level team of leaders at
Bachman's, Inc. also places math and writing skills and also policy and procedure at the

bottom of the list of importance.

It is somewhat interesting and enlightening to

see that the

job classification of

"other" places social and emotional intelligence at the bottom of the list in importance for
their position. Many of the respondents in the "other" group are in positions that do not
supervise or directly manage others. This low rating of importance may suggest that,
because they do not relate to others directly in a leadership role, the emotional and social
aspects of leadership are less important. While social and emotional intelligence was

considered low in importance by the 'oother" group, the mid-level managers placed a

fairly high significance on this aspect of leadership. These managers are in positions of
authority over several to many other employees and must effectively relate to other
people on a regular basis, making this skill and trait more important.
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Table

(1

:

ll.

Avg. Rating of lmportance oJ-skills and Traits .for Your Position (Question #l2)

Least Important,

l0

:

Most Important)

Leadership Skill or Trait
Effective Communicator
Dedicated and Committed
Integrity, Honest, Trustworthy
Socially and Emotionally
Intelligent
High Energy, Productive
Inspirational, Charismatic,
Encouraging
Technically knowledgeable
Strong Math and Writing Skills
Decisive
Knowledgeable in Policy and
Procedure

Total
7.6
6.5

Executive
/ Director
1a
t-L

6.7

6.3
5.9

5.4
4.8

4.7
4.8

3.4
3.8

Manager
/ Asst.
Mana
7.8
6.3

Other
7.8

6.9

6.7
7.0

5.8

1.1

4.7

4.9

3.4
3.9
0.9

-l -t
11

3.8

3.6
4.0
2.4
5.6

aF,

)-t

2.5

1.6

0.6

1.8

2.1

1.5

3.8
1.8

Consistent with the results of question #12, the data in Table 12 suggest that the
current leadership feels that communication is the most important of the hard and soft

skill choices for the emerging leader at Bachman's, Inc. As much of the data throughout
the survey suggest, communication skills will be an important element of the LDP for
emerging leaders at Bachman's, Inc. There are many aspects of communication that may
be considered for this training. Additional research would be beneficial for the

development of a curriculum that best meets the needs of the leadership team.
The responses to question #13 are consistent across all job classifications that
strong math and writing skills are least important for the emerging leader. This is also
consistent with the responses to question #12 regarding skills that are important at
various levels of authority. The fact that math and writing skills are considered of least
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importance for the emerging leader may be considered contradictory to the importance

of

communication. Writing skills are typically considered an important element of
communication. These survey results suggest that written communication is a less desired
or effective communication method than the spoken word. The data may have had

different results if math and written skills had been separated as choices in questions #12
- #14. The data also suggest that the other hard skills such as knowledge of policy and
procedure are of less imporlance for the emerging leader than most of the soft skills

offered in the questions.
As with question #12 regarding the importance of the skills and traits for
respondents, the results of question #13 regarding which elements are most important for

the emerging leader suggest that the traits of dedication, trustworthiness, integrity,
honesty, and trustworthiness are also highly valued by the leadership at Bachman's, Inc.

Table 12. Average Rating of Importance of Skills and Traits for Entry-level Leader
(Question #13)
(

1

:

Least Important, 10 : Most Important)

Leadership Skill or Trait
Effective Communicator
Dedicated and Committed
Integrity, Honest, Trustworthy
Socially and Emotionally Intelligent
High E,nergy, Productive
Inspirational, Charismatic, Encouraging
Technically knowl edgeable
Strong Math and Writing Skills
Decisive
Knowledgeable in Policy and Procedure

Total

Executive /
Director

Manager / Asst.
Manager
7.6

Other

7.9

8.3

6.3

s.9
6.1

6.3

5.9

6.7

6.7

5.2

5.8

6.6
5.4

8.3

5.2

s.3

5.1

5.2
5.3

J.J

J.t

3.6

2.9

3.0
4.3

J.t-l
2.9

.'t

l.l

1.4

1.1

1-l

3.6

3.5

3.6

2.0

2.3

1.4

2.3

1.5
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Question #14 surveys the respondents for how they feel about their personal
performance or abilities in the skills and traits listed. Table 11 indicates that

communication is considered most important across alljob classifications. The responses
to question #14, as shown in Table 13, indicate that, while communication is most
important, it is not perceived as the best performed. Across all job classifications, the
values or traits of integrity, honesty, and trustworthiness are considered to be of highest
performance. As shown in Table 12, these traits are second only to being a good

cofiununicator in terms of importance. Communication overall is fourth strongest in
terms of overall performance. This may suggest the need for further training at all levels

relative to effective communication. The data also suggest that the traits of integrity,
honesty, and trustworthiness of are high importance within the Bachman's, Inc. culture
and the leadership teams feel that these traits are strengths among the team. From

personal observation over a period of 25 years with the company, I would agree with the
data. Because emerging leaders may also be somewhat new to the company,

it is

important to identify these traits in the LDP as important to the leadership culture at
Bachman's, Inc.

B8

Table 13. Avg. Rating of.strength

(l :

o.f

Leadership Skills/Traits by Position (Question # t 4)

Poor, 5 : E,xcellent)

Leadership Skill or Trait
Effective Communicator
Dedicated and Committed
Integrity, Honest, Trustworthy
Socially and Emotionally
Intelligent
High Energy, Productive
Inspirational, Charismatic,
Encouraging
Technically knowledgeable
Strong Math and Writing Skills
Decisive
Knowledgeable in Policy and
Procedure

Total

Executive /
Director

4.0
4.7
4.9

3.9
4.7
4.9

4.4

4.6
4.2

4.3

4.3

3.7
3.9
3.8
4.0

3.8
3.9
3.9
4.0

3.8

4.0
3.1
4.2

3.6
3.9
3.8
3.7

3.9

3.7

4.2

3.8

Manager / Asst.
Manager
4.0
4.6
4.9

4.4

Other
4.0
4.8
4.8
4.3
4.3

The open-ended responses to question #15 include the following:
o

Executive/Director Responses

o

"Honesty and listening, using the expertise of the existing staff."

o

"Technical and product knowledge can be taught easily. Interpersonal
skills aren't taught as easily."

a

Manager/Assistant Manager Responses

o

"A

leader needs to do what he expects others to do. He needs to

recognize unfair acts within the work place before they become a

problem or somebody has to complain about it. He needs to be able to
listen and analyze complaints given to them. It is hard for somebody
underneath you to complain about something

- to downgrade their

concerns closes that communication process."
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a

Other Responses

o "l don't believe that high energy and productive go hand in hand. I'm
not necessarily high energy, but I am productive."

o

"ln our company, many times we promote from inside to reward
longevity. Knowledge and dedication versus the skills that are more
natural and cannot be trained as easily as the criteria on which we hire.

Integrity, honesty, and trustworthy is #1 for leadership for all positions."

o

"I think we need more

leaders with big ideas that think outside of the

box who can effectively inspire change with encouragement,

communication. and commitment."
This open-ended question solicited some significant and candid responses that
reinforce the need for continued leadership training at Bachman's, Inc. The somewhat
negative feelings conveyed in the responses may be tied to a number of leadership

activities, skills, and traits. Effective communication appears to be at the heart of

a

number of the concerns. It seems clear that the leadership team at Bachman's, Inc. places
a high value on attributes including good communication, honesty, integrity, and

trustworthiness and dedication. These values are placed significantly higher than hard

skills such

as

policy, procedure, and math and writing skills. This suggests that the LDP

curriculum for emerging leaders at Bachman's, Inc. should include the topics of
communication, authentic leadership, and other important leadership values. This also
may suggest that some of the hard skills that have been identified be included in training

for the higher-level leaders at Bachman's, Inc. At

a

minimum, the role of hard skills

should be identified in the LDP curriculum for emerging leaders.
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Question #16: Please feel free to provide other thoughts or comments below.
This is the final question of the survey. The purpose of this question is to allow the
respondent an opportunity to synthesize the questions presented in the survey and offer
any other thoughts or ideas that have developed throughout the process of completing the
survey. The responses may offer additional conclusions regarding the leadership values
or development needs of the emerging leaders at Bachman's, Inc.

Final Open-Ended Question

- Results and Discussion.

The open-ended responses to this final survey question include:

.

Executive/Director Responses

o

"Most companies do not invest in their management, but blame
management when things go wrong and management did the best that

they could with the tools provided them."

o
'

- you must trust your employees for them to trust you."

Manager/AssistantManagerResponses

o
.

"Trust

None

Other Responses

o

"Good luck JD! I know your work will help Bachman's, Inc. develop

a

more fine-tuned leadership program."

o

"Leaders are cultivated and natural. Most other traits can be trained."

This final open-ended question asking for any further thoughts regarding
leadership at Bachman's, Inc. did not solicit responses that lead to any new conclusions
beyond those previously discussed. I would summarize, based on the responses
throughout this discussion, that Bachman's, Inc. would benefit greatly from investment in

9l
on-going development of staff at all levels. The data, although not highly statistically
significant, are helpful in the discovery process, thereby guiding the development of an
LDP curriculum for emerging leaders at Bachman's, Inc. as well as identifyirg continued
training needs and opportunities for leaders at all levels in the company.

Bachman's Survey Summary and Conclusions
The survey results presented above offer a number of insights that are useful for

identifi,ing leadership principles that will be important to include in the LDP for
emerging leaders. As indicated previously, much of the data are not statistically

significant, yet they are, to some degree, indicative of Bachman's leadership values

as

well as concepts that the current leadership staff feel are important for the continued
development of emerging leaders at Bachman's, Inc. I have drawn the following
conclusions from this analysis:

'

The demographic information suggests that Bachman's, Inc. tends to develop staff
and promote largely from within the organization. This concept supports and
suggests the importance to the company of effective leadership development

training or effort in order to provide the high potential employee with the support
and tools needed to succeed as they move to higher levels of authority and

responsibility.

'

Communication skills and effectiveness are considered important at all levels of
authority. While rated high in importance, the survey also suggests that the
respondents feel there is room for improvement in communication.

'

E,ffective teamwork is considered highly important for the new leader. Effective
team leadership principles should be included in the LDP.
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a

Leadership traits such as dedication, trustworthiness, and honesty are highly
valued by the Bachman's team at all levels of authority. These concepts may be

included in the broader concept or principle of authentic leadership and will be
important to include in the LDP.
o

Leadership styles varied among respondents. A common theme seems to be that

flexibility in leadership style and approach may be important. This is consistent
with the situational or contingency approaches to leadership. These concepts of
leadership may be important to include in the LDP for emerging leaders in the
context that each situation may call for a "people" orientation instead of a task
orientation. These principles may be included in the LDP under the broader
heading of social and emotional intelligence.
a

The importance of influence or persuasion was rated relatively low in imporlance

in the survey results. While not indicated by the survey, this may indicate

a

certain level of ignorance of this aspect of leadership and, therefore, may be

important to include, to some degree, in the LDP.
a

Various hard management skills such as math skills, writing skills, and company

policy and procedures are considered of lower importance for the emerging
leader. These topics may be better suited to a supervisor training program separate

from this LDP for emerging leaders at Bachman's, Inc.
o

Goal setting is considered an important skill for the emerging leader.

a

Problem-solving is also rated important as a leadership skill.
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'

Change leadership was not considered of high importance for the emerging
leader. Leading change was considered more important at the higher levels

of

authority and responsibility.
The summary conclusions outlined above which were drawn from the Bachman's
survey will be considered along with information and conclusions drawn from the
literature review and the MNLA Leadership Institute Survey to influence and develop the

curriculum outline for the LDP for emerging leaders at Bachman's, Inc.
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Part III. Current Trends in Leadership Development for Emerging Leaders
The review of Northouse (2010) and the supporting literature presented in Part I

provide a good background on a wide variety of leadership theories, approaches, and
concepts that are important to consider in the development of the LDP for emerging
leaders at Bachman's, Inc. The information gathered from current Bachman's employees

in the survey presented in Part II provides important information regarding the leadership
values at Bachman's, Inc. as well as what current Bachman's staff members feel is

important in terms of leadership development for the emerging leaders at Bachrnan's.

Now, in Part III of this paper, I offbr insight regarding current and future trends in
leadership development for emerging leaders at Bachman's, Inc. by further reviewing the

literature and citing two current examples of LDPs for emerging leaders.
According to some authors, an LDP is not a quick solution. Tobin (2011) suggests
that effectively developing the next generation of leaders is a process that involves more
than simply a single training program or curriculum. Rather, he suggests that an effective

LDP is a longer-term process that includes a number of strategies. Tobin (201 I ) has
developed an LDP that includes four basic components that are implemented over a twoyear period. These components include:
" 1 . Quarterly education sessions on a wide range of topics, ranging from

leadership skills to business and financial acumen to strategic thinking to creativity and

innovation.
2. Action learning projects" each directly tied to the topic of an education session.
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3. 360-degree assessments and individual development plans for each participant

to complement and supplement the contents of the LDP,
4. Mentoring and coaching for each LDP participant. Mentors are chosen and
assigned from the company's executive team," (p. 62).

Tobin explains that executive involvement in the program and the long-term
development of the LDP participants is crucial to the success of the effort. He goes on to
say that reasonable expectations of such a program may include the following:

.
'
.

development of business and leadership skills,
expansion of the pool of leadership talent,
retention of top perforrners,

'
.

productive problem-solving as a result of the action learning projects,

.

participants will improve job performance (Tobin, 201

executives will become familiar with top performers, and

l, p. 63).

Tobin's (2011) recommended program that includes significantly more than
simply a classroom presentation of leadership principles is an effective model of LDP
training that should be considered for the LDP for emerging leaders at Bachman's, Inc.
The inclusion of action-learning projects is not unlike the program developed for the

MNLA Leadership Institute

as described below.

Xavier (2007) suggests that what have been traditional approaches to leadership
development are less than optimally effective (p. 343). He summarizes traditional
development strategies as falling into two broad categories. One predominant approach
has been (and continues to be) what Xavier describes as the B-school model. The B-

school model is essentially a program of intense class-room study which emphasizes
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leadership theory, but does not include practical experience or learning. Xavier describes
the second common strategy as "seat of the pants" learning through experience.

According to Xavier, these traditional development strategies or models "are just not
effective."
In response to this failure, Xavier (2007) presents a new model for developing
emerging leaders. He stresses that, for this new model, or any model of leadership
development to be successful, it is essential that such leadership development be placed
as a high

priority by the upper level of leadership in an organization. Xavier's new model

is summarized to include five essential steps or elements described as follows:
Step 1: Perform a "GAPS analysis." This analysis identifies a leader's current

skill level relative to the level of competency required to succeed. The elements of the
GAPS analysis include Goals, Abilities, Perceptions, and Standards. This step is
essentially an assessment of an individual's leadership capacity or ability relative to a
required task.
Step 2: Develop individual talent. Xavier (2007) offers five specific strategies that
are helpful for the further development of the emerging leader that

will help to close

the

gap described in step one. Strategies may include formal coursework, executive

education, "stretch" assignments, test roles, coaching, and mentoring (p. 345).
Step 3: Develop future leadership teams. Xavier (2007) emphasizes that

it is

highly important for emerging leaders to learn to develop strong, effective, positive
relationship with their direct reports. Xavier (2001) suggests that participating in
committee work, boards, and other such programs are important and useful for this, He
also indicates that active participation in stretch assignments or problem-solving projects
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as a part of a team of two or three is an effective strategy

for team leadership

development.
Step 4: Share information and feedback in a non-threatening, non-judgmental

manner. Xavier suggests "Good feedback supports effective behavior, guides and puts

individuals back on track, serves as a barometer to show where individuals stand, and
recognizes progress" (p. 3a7).
Step 5: Measure results in terms of success (or failure) in achieving goals

throughout the development process.
These five steps (Xavier,2007) offer insights regarding effective leadership

development strategies now and into the future. While these strategies may and likely

will include many of the leadership principles

discussed previously in this paper, the

methodology and emphasis for development are better suited to development programs
now and into the future than the more traditional coursework strategy. Xavier's approach
is a longer-term approach to leadership development that is well suited for the emerging
leader.

In addition to these five development strategies, the Xavier (2007) also lists

a

number of abilities that are important for emerging leaders. Development of these

abilities should be included in LDP's for emerging leaders. They fall into three primary
categories and are categorized and listed as follows (p. 348-349):

.

Visionary leadership

o

Strategicthinking/planning

o

Motivation/influence

o

Adaptability/change management
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o
.

.

Creativity and innovation

Business/technical knowledge

o

Cross-functionalbusinessknowledge

o

Technology/management

o

Business acumen/finance

o

Customer focus

Interpersonal skills

o

Integrity and ethics

o

Coaching and mentoring

o

Relationship building/conflict management

o

Build and manage a diverse workforce

In this changing world, effective organizational leadership is no longer defined by
the actions or influence of a single leader. In the words of de Vries and Korotkov (2007),
the power of leadership rests in the ability of teams to "collaborate, motivate, and manage

networks" (p. l). The authors indicate that there is a growing interest in leadership
concepts such as authenticity, credibility, trustworthiness, and genuineness. These
concepts emphasize the leader's emotional intelligence and should, in some manner, be

emphasized in development programs for the emerging leader. This supports some of the
conclusions drawn from the survey completed by Bachman's staff, as I described in Part

II of this

paper. These concepts should, in some form, be included in the LDP at

Bachman's, Inc.
The authors further suggest that the current trends in leadership development

include a number of development strategies that they feel are important and effective.
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The strategies that will be considered for inclusion in the LDP at Bachman's, Inc, include
the following (p. l2-13):

.

Building networks

.

Role modeling

.

Leadership coaching/mentoring

.

Multi-party feedback

.

Debriefing/Reflecting

An important trend or change of emphasis in leadership development is deemphasis of leadership competencies such as communication, problem-solving, and goal

setting towards a greater emphasis on those things that make leaders, as humans, tick.
Ruderman, Clerkin, and Connolly (2014) suggest that traditional models of leadership
development that stress core leadership competencies are limited by a focus on fragments

of leadership rather than looking at leaders or potential leaders as complete people with

a

wide variety of human emotions (p. 3).
Ruderman et al. (2014) propose a leadership development model that is an
alternative to the more traditional, competency based model of development. The authors
suggest that there are three "elements of the inner existence of leaders in addition to their

outward behaviors" (p. 5). They suggest that a new leadership development model will
focus on the three elements of our inner existence.

1.

Circuitry: Circuitry refers to the physical, chemical, and neurological make-up of
our bodies. These physical elements of our make-up play a strong role in how we
see and approach

abilities.

life and they have

a great impact on our leadership style and
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2.

Inner Conlenl.' Our inner content includes our "raw emotions, gut reactions, and
inner dialogue (p. 8). Like our circuitry, our inner content plays a large role in
how we approach leadership activities.

3.

Conscious Engagement: A conscious engagement provides us with the "ability to
observe, modify, and regulate mental processes" (p. l0). This important element

of our inner existence allows us to put our surroundings into context and to
modif,, our reactions, within the limitations of our circuitry and inner content.
This may be similar to the concept of situational leadership and similar principles.
Ruderman et al. (2014) suggest that, in combination with other core competencies

of leadership, it is important to consider the elements of our inner existence. I suggest
that this emphasis is not unlike the conversation of emotional intelligence, but is simply a
new way to present this topic. Positioning of emotional intelligence into the context of an
inner existence is beyond the scope of the LDP for emerging leaders at Bachman's, Inc.
and better suited to more experienced leaders.

Any leadership theory is useless if there is no good way to teach

it.

Hewes and

Patterson (2012) present a teaching/learning methodology for leadership development
that they feel is highly effective. The development model that they have developed may

include a wide variety of leadership principles presented in a manner that they feel results
in greater and more effective learning than traditional classroom models of leadership
development. They also suggest that a strong and effective approach to leadership
development

will include

three primary elements

-

all applied coincidentally throughout

the course of the development program. First, workshops are scheduled at monthly or
greater intervals. The workshops are somewhat traditional classroom teaching settings.
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The content of each session may vary. It is important in this model that the workshops

include skill practice, group discussion, and planning of projects for time outside of the
classroom. A desired outcome of the workshops includes a broader understanding of
leadership principles as well as new or strengthened skills of group dynamics, teamwork
and team leadership, and relationship building.
Second, participants have the opportunity for one-on-one coaching between the

program participant and a coach assigned to that participant. The coaching occurs
between workshop sessions. The coaching sessions are opportunities to reinforce learning
and expand knowledge beyond what is gained in the workshops.

Third, participants engage in peer learning. Participants are offered opportunities
during workshop sessions as well as time between sessions for networking with peers or
other participants in the program. This emphasis on peer interaction is effective at

building team-work, relationships, and greater application of workshop topics.
Hewes and Patterson (2012) feel that this three-pronged approach to leadership
development is a highly effective and productive methodology for leadership
development. This approach, in various forms, is presented in a number of other
examples and development programs, and it may be useful for the LDP for emerging
leaders at Bachman's, Inc.

As we identify key areas of emphasis of the LDP for emerging leaders at
Bachman's, Inc., it is helpful to consider what other entities are doing to aiddress their
leadership concerns. There are numerous programs available through a wide variety

of

sources that have been developed for this purpose. Consideration of what these

commercially or otherwise available programs offer and emphasize may be helpful in the
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development of the program at Bachman's, Inc. In particular, we will gain insight from
the following examination of two existing programs: the Minnesota Nursery and
Landscape Association

(MNLA) Green Industry Leadership Institute and the University

of Minnesota Boreas Leadership Program.

Minnesota Nursery and Landscape Association Green Industry Leadership Institute
The MNLA is the local trade organization for the green industry in Minnesota.
The green industry includes activities and vocations centered on settled and urban
landscapes. These are gardening, landscaping, horticultural production, sales, and related

activities.
In 2013, the MNLA began an initiative to develop and execute a leadership
development prograrn targeted at the "up-and-coming" leaders within the green industry.

As stated in the application materials for this program, "The goal is to invest in those
people within your company that are providing work direction to others already, and are
on track to take on even more responsibility in your business" (Horsm an, 2013). This

target audience is close to that identified in this project as the emerging leader. This

MNl-A-sponsored LDP, called the "Green Industry Leadership Institute," is an excellent
model from which to gain insights regarding essential elements to include in the LDP at
Bachman's, Inc.
The MNLA selected a local firm, Resultants, Inc., to develop and execute the new
Green Industry Leadership Institute. The charge for Terri and Steve Wilcox, principals
Resultants, Inc., was to develop and execute a curriculum customized for the emerging
leaders of the green industry. Because this was a new program, the Wilcoxes

recommended that the MNLA conduct a survey of the membership to determine what

of
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leadership concepts are important to members and to guide the development of the

curriculum.

A survey was developed and distributed to MNLA membership in2013. The
leadership or management principles to include in the survey were developed and
selected by Jon Horsman, Communications Director of the

MNLA. The survey asked the

membership to provide relative ratings of importance of ten leadership or management

principles for inclusion in the Institute curriculum. The principles included in the survey
and the resulting survey results are shown in the table below. Note that the lower

"average rating" scores imply a higher level of importance placed on the topic by the
respondents.

For the ultimate development of the new curriculum, the Wilcoxes utilized the
survey results in combination with their professional expertise and related knowledge

of

the needs of the emerging leaders in the green industry. Because this was not a well-

controlled survey, statistical significance of the relative importance of each principle is
unknown. It is interesting to note that this survey of the MNLA membership, much like
the survey of employees at Bachman's, Inc., suggests that communication is a leadership

principle of high importance.
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Table 14. Results.from the Wilcoxes'surveyfor the Development of the MNLA
Leadership Institute
Leadership /
Management
Topic

Rank

Extremely
Important

v*ry

Mildly

Important

Important

Not
Important

Average
Rating

Motivating
Myself and
Others Before,
During, and
After the Season
Staying on Top
of the Work
(Especially in
Mav)
Communicating
Effectively with
Your Clients,
Work Crews,
Retail Staff, and
Boss
Seeing Your

Company
Through Your
Customers Eyes
Problem-solving
on the Job Site
and in the Shop
Finance and
Forecasting in
the Green
Industry
Knowing Your
Own Sales
Strengths
Managing

Conflict
Training Others
True Leadership

34.43% 50.82% 14.75% 0.00% 1.80

6

39.34%

5

4s

.90%

tt

.48% 3.28%

68.85% 21.31% 8.20%

1.54%

t

.79

1.43

1

42.62% 44.26% 13.11% 0.00% 1.70

4

27.81% 5s.74% 14.75% 1.64% 1.90

7

26.23% 4s.90% 24.s9% 3.28% 2.05

9

2s.00% 48.33% 23.33% 3.33% 2.0s
31.67%
s2.46%
s 5.00%

45.00%
29.51%
30.00%

23.330
18.03%
1

s.00%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

92

66
60

1

I
3

2

0
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From the information available, the new MNLA curriculum was developed with a
focus on ten major leadership and management principles. The program was designed
such that each of the ten principles was introduced and explored in one of ten four-hour

monthly sessions. The sessions were structured with preparatory homework assignments
and in-session lecture, discussion, guest speakers, and role-playing. An additional

element of the curriculum was the assignment of a leadership action project. Each

participant was expected, through the year-long program, to identifu a leadership
challenge in their respective place of employment. The participants were assigned to
apply their new leadership skills and knowledge to the leadership challenge and,

ultimately, report back to the group with what was experienced and learned in the effort.
This is consistent with the proposed LDP program by Tobin (2011) and others.
The ten leadership principles that made up the curriculum in the first year of the

institute are summarized and briefly described below, as they were listed by the Wilcoxes
in an informal interview. Note that not all of the topics included in the survey were
incorporated into the curriculum. It is also important to note that, while not a specific

topic, the Wilcoxes placed a high importance on the leadership principle of team
leadership and teamwork. They made a concerted effort to incorporate the concept

of

team and its importance into the entire curriculum. The major curriculum elements, each
being presented in a single four-hour session included the following:
Session 1: Knowing Your Own Strengths. The focus of this session was the
importance of self-awareness, especially as that awareness relates to important leadership

skills and traits. Leadership skills and traits were introduced and explored. Students

r06

participated in an exercise designed to identify varying levels of inclination toward these
skills and traits.
Session 2: Staying on Top of the

Work-

Especially in May. With an

acknowledgement that the green industry is highly seasonal due to an extreme rise in

activity during the spring, this session focused on the leadership skill of effective time
management.
Session 3: Communicating Effectively

with your Clients, Work Crews, Retail

Staff, and Boss. This session explored the concept of good communication from

a

number of perspectives. Among others, the skill of effective listening was stressed as one

important aspect of successful communication.
Session 4: Seeing

Your Company through Your Customer's Eyes. This

session focused on understanding the customer, whether internal or external to the
business. The importance of customer service excellence was the primary focus.
Session 5: Problem-solving on the Job Site and in the

Shop. In this

session,

problem-solving skills, including the importance of effectively identifying the root
problem, were explored.
Session 6: Managing

Conflict. A variety of strategies for effectively dealing

with difficult people and managing conflict were explored in this session. It is interesting
to note that the Wilcoxes reflect on this session as one of low energy. Of the ten sessions,
they felt that this topic was least effective with the participants. They intend to modifu

this session in the future.
Session 7: Understanding How

Your Decisions Affect the Bottom Line. The

session on decision-making had a focus on a variety of financial results or cash flow
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drivers that come from effective decision-making. While this was one of the more
popular sessions with the participants, this session did not explore decision-making
strategies, but was focused primarily on financial measurements.
Session 8:

Training and Evaluating Others. This session focused on the

management task of employee evaluation and initial and on-going training strategies to

improve employee performance.
Session 9: Managing Change. This session explored the importance and

challenge of effective change leadership.
Session

I0: True Leadership. This final

session explored the concept

of

authentic leadership and incorporated a number of concepts discussed in previous
sessions. Participants were asked whether they knew themselves and acted in a manner

that was true to their personal values. The Wilcoxes comment that this session was
perhaps one of the most effective and important sessions in the curriculum.

As noted previously, the intended audience of the MNLA Leadership Institute
described above is the new, "up-and-coming" leader in the green industry. This audience
is closely aligned with the intended participant of the LDP for emerging leaders at

Bachman's, Inc. The MNLA curriculum and insights provided by the Wilcoxes are
valuable resources for developing the LDP curriculum for Bachman's, Inc.

University of Minnesota Boreas Leadership Program
The MNLA Leadership Institute program described above is an excellent model
that helps to identify leadership principles for inclusion and emphasis in the LDP at
Bachman's, Inc. Another existing program that warrants examination is the Boreas
Leadership Program that is organized within the Institute on the Environment at the
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University of Minnesota. According to the program's website, the program mission is
stated as "The Boreas Leadership Program of-fers University of Minnesota graduate and

professional students and postdoctoral fellows co-curricular leadership development

opportunities that build on the strengths of graduate education to create effective change
agents" (University of Minnesota).
This program is designed and structured for students at the University

of

Minnesota, both graduates and undergraduates, who focus on environmental studies.
Because this program is geared towards emerging leaders, the content and methodology

of the program have some insights that may be considered in the development of the LDP

for emerging leaders at Bachman's, Inc. This program consists of

a number

of various

elements and opportunities scheduled throughout the course of a school year. While
attendance in the program is voluntary, the Boreas program offers the opportunity to earn

the Boreas Leadership Certificate by completing a curriculum of workshops, networking
exercises, and a leadership project. Our LDP should follow the example of this program.

Summary of Leadership Development Trends and Example LDPs
Below I have summarized some key leadership principles and program strategies
that relate to trends in leadership development and the two examples of leadership
development programs. Leadership principles relevant to the LDP include the following:

'

Core leadership competencies: decision-making, problem-solving, team building,
influence/persuasion, change leadership, etc.

.

Effective communication

.

Networking and network development

.

Emotional and social intelligence
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.

Team leadership

.

Change leadership

.

Self-awareness and relationship management

.

Authentic leadership

LDP strategies that may help to train new leaders include the following:

.

Workshops and seminars

'
.

Peer learning and role-modeling

.

Networking

'
.

Coaching and mentoring

Feedback

Practical application projects
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Part IV. Leadership Development Program: Outline and Learning Objectives
The following discussion outlines the curriculum and program strategies to be
developed for and included in the training and development of the new or less
experienced emerging leaders at Bachman's, Inc. The elements of this curriculum outline
and the strategies to deliver the content have been selected for inclusion based on inputs
as described below:

f Literature: The review of literature presented in Part I of this project

U

has identified many theories, principles, approaches, and competencies

of

effective leadership. The review is far from exhaustive, yet it does present many
of the basic principles of leadership that are important for the emerging leaders at
Bachman's, Inc. Leadership concepts have been selected from this literature

review for inclusion in the curriculum based on additional inputs as described
below.
(J

's Leadershi

S

The survey results presented in Part II of this

project provide important insights regarding the leadership values and areas

of

emphasis at Bachman's, Inc. These results have been considered in the selection

of topics for inclusion in the LDP for the emerging leaders at Bachman's, Inc.

o

Trends in Leade rshio Develooment: Part

III of this paper includes further review

of literature describing some current thought regarding leadership development
needs and concepts. Also presented in Part

III of the paper

are synopses of two

current leadership development programs for emerging leaders that are good
models for the program being developed for the emerging leaders at Bachman's,

lll
Inc. Insights gained from a conversation with Steve and Terri Wilcox of
Resultants, Inc. regarding the MNLA Leadership Institute survey and curriculum

will impact

the development of the LDP for emerging leaders at Bachman's, Inc.

The MNLA program and the survey information that was used to develop this
program, in combination with the Wilcoxes' impression of each session and its
effectiveness

will

be factored into the development of the Bachman's curriculum.

The Boreas Leadership Program at the Universify of Minnesota also offers
insights helpful for the development of Bachman's LDP, both in terms of content
as

o

well

as teaching strategy.

Informal Communications: Numerous and regular corununication with coworkers, peers, supervisors, and subordinates have helped to shape my
understanding of the leadership development needs at Bachman's, Inc. at all
levels of authority, including the entry-level or emerging leadership positions.
These conversations had an influence on the selection of certain elements of the

proposed curriculum.

o

Personal Experience and Observation:

My own personal experience, impressions,

understandings of effective leadership will have significant influence on the
content of the LDP for emerging leaders at Bachman's, Inc. Having spent more
than three decades in a leadership role in this industry has helped me develop
insights regarding the development needs of the emerging leaders at Bachman's,

Inc. These personal insights will have significant influence on the ultimate
development of the LDP.
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The complete development of the LDP curriculum for emerging leaders at
Bachman's, Inc. is beyond the scope of this project. It is recognized that an LDP that is

inclusive of all leadership theories and approaches is neither practical nor helpful for
emerging leaders at Bachman's, Inc. It is important that the most pertinent, useful, and
necessary topics be included with the intent that continued development opportunities be

available in the future. Based on the information summarizedabove, Part IV of this
project presents an LDP curriculum outline of program content as well as teaching
strategy or methodology for the LDP for emerging leaders at Bachman's, Inc. This

outline will serve as a guide for the full development of the LDP.

Curriculum Outline
Based on all of the inputs described above, the LDP for emerging leaders at

Bachman's, Inc.

will

and strategies that

be developed to focus on a number of basic leadership principles

will

be most helpful for these relatively inexperienced leaders as they

begin their journey into the realm of leadership responsibility. The purpose and goal

of

this program is to give these individuals some basic knowledge of leadership principles
as

well as the ongoing support
The overall program

a variety

as

they struggle and succeed on this journey.

will consist of a series of seminars or workshops focused on

of leadership principles. The workshops will be developed and structured to

include learning strategies such as:

.

Class preparation

.

Lecture

'
.

-

assigned readings

In-class discussion focused on the topic of the day

In class presentations, feedback

lt3

.

Three to four mini-project assignments for each session

'

Sharing and discussion of leadership challenges encountered in the workplace (or
other)

.

One major project assignment

The workshops will be scheduled approximately once per month. Because

teamwork and communication are considered crucial for effective leadership at all levels,
each session

will include the opportunity for discussion

and practice of effective

colrununication technique as well as opportunities to work towards a goal in a team

setting. Below I have outlined example sessions that may be included in the curriculum.
Session 1. What is Leadership?

Learning Objectives
1

.

Understand the basic definition of leadership and the difference between the
concepts of leadership and management.

2.

Understand, through a self-assessment tool, one's personal position relative to
leadership principles.

3. Understand which leadership definitions

and concepts apply to the specific

responsibilities of your position. Understand why these concepts are important for
the j ob.

4. Gain an understanding of how the basic concepts

of leadership may be employed

in the process of goal achievement in a specific job or task.

Assignment

.

for nexl session

Assigned reading
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.

Complete self-assessment tool

Session 2. Leadership

Traits and Skills

Learning Objectives
1

.

2.

Understand the meaning of the concepts of leadership skills and traits.
Gain an understanding of personal leadership strengths and weaknesses based on
results of the self-assessment.

3.

Identifu and understand important leadership traits that may be considered in the
selection of emerging leaders. Understand why these traits are important for the
emerging leader at Bachman's, Inc. and how these traits may affect leadership
performance.

4. Understand which of the many traits of good leaders are most pertinent for the
emerging leader to possess, and practice the leadership duties for a specific
position.

5.

Understand how leadership traits may be utilized by emerging leaders at
Bachman's, Inc. to experience effective leadership.

6.

Identify and understand leadership skills that impofiant for the emerging leader to
develop and utilize for effective leadership.

7.

Understand how leadership skills are utilized to experience effective leadership.

8.

Introductions to assigned program mentors.

Assignment

'

for

next session

Assigned reading
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'

Notice an example of good or poor leadership in your workplace or other. Prepare
to present the situation to the class. Presentation to be 3 minutes max. Each
student

'

will

be assigned to this four times during the program.

Meet with program mentor at least once during the month to discuss leadership
challenges or other leadership questions or observe examples of leadership in a

wide variety of settings.

'

Mini-project

-

provide leadership to some needed activity at work. Prepare a short

presentation that describes this activity for the class to discuss. Each student will
be assigned to this four times during the program.
Session 3. Leadership Style

Learning Objectives

1.

Understand a variety of leadership styles.

2.

Understand how different leadership styles are effective in different situations.

3.

Understand how to effectively discern and utilize avariety of leadership styles at
the emerging level of leadership.

4.

Understand how leadership style affects relationships throughout the organization
and how these relationships may affect leadership success or failure in a variety

of

situations.

5.

Understand the importance of positive, "in-group" relationships in the process
leadership,

Assignment .for next session

.

Assigned reading

of
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'

Notice an example of good or poor leadership in your workplace or other. Prepare
to present the situation to the class. Presentation to be 3 minutes max. Each
student

'

will

be assigned to this four times during the program,

Meet with program mentor at least once during the month to discuss leadership
challenges or other leadership questions or observe examples of leadership in a

wide variety of settings.

'

Mini-project

- provide leadership to some needed activity at work. Prepare a short

presentation for the class to discuss. Each student will be assigned to this four
times during the program.
Session 4. Communication

Learning Objectives

1.

Identify and understand the many concepts, types or modes, and strategies of
effective communicati on.

2. Understand why effective communication is critical to successful leadership
performance at all levels of authority and responsibility.

3. Understand the challenges to effective communication at the emerging

level of

leadership, and learn strategies for overcoming these challenges.

4. Discern what information

is important to communicate and what is the most

appropriate and helpful timing for such communication.

5.

Understand strategies and techniques for effective listening.

6. Understand strategies

for effective communication in a culturally diverse work

environment.
7

.

Understand non-verbal communication.

t17
Assignment

for nexl session

'

Assigned reading

'

Notice an example of good or poor leadership in your workplace or other. Prepare
a short presentation that describes this

activity for the class to discuss.

Presentation to be three minutes maximum. Each student will be assigned this

project four times during the program.

'

Meet with program mentor at least once during the month to discuss leadership
challenges or other leadership questions or observe examples of leadership in a

wide variety of settings.

'

Mini-project

- provide leadership to some needed activity at work. Prepare a short

presentation for the class to discuss. Each student will be assigned to this four
times during the program.
Session 5. Vision and Goal-setting

for the Emerging Leader

Learning Objectives
1

.

Understand the concept of leadership vision and how the vision of the emerging
leaders translates to goals to be set.

2. Understand the imporlance

of vision at all levels of leadership, including that of

the emerging leader at any level of responsibility or authority.

Assignment

for

next session

a

Assigned reading

a

Notice an example of good or poor leadership in your workplace or other. Prepare
a short presentation that describes this

activity for the class to discuss.

1tB

Presentation to be 3 minutes max. Each student will be assigned to this four times

during the program.

'

Meet with program mentor at least once during the month to discuss leadership
challenges or other leadership questions or observe examples of leadership in a

wide variety of settings.

'

Mini-project

-

provide leadership to some needed activity at work. Prepare a short

presentation for the class to discuss. Each student will be assigned to this four
times during the program.
Session 6. Problem-solving and Decision-making

Learning Objectives

1.

Llnderstand the importance of accurate identification of the problem.

2. Understand problem-solving

strategies available for the emerging leader and how

they may be employed by the emerging leader. Understand the concept of creative

problem-solving and the thought process required for sound problem-solving and
decision-making.

3. lJnderstand strategies
4.

for dealing with difficult subordinates,

peers:, and superiors.

Understand the relationships of leaders at different levels of authority as they
relate to problem-solving challenges.

5. lJnderstand how decision-making is tied to goals and the vision of the emerging
leader. Appreciate the importance of goals in the process of making decisions and

solving problems in a manner that is consistent with the goals and overall
direction or vision of the company and the individual leader.
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As

s

ignmenl .for next

se

ssion

.

Assigned reading

'

Notice an example of good or poor leadership in your workplace or other. Prepare
a short presentation that describes this activity for the class to discuss.
Presentation to be 3 minutes max. Each student

will

be assigned to this four times

during the program.

'

Meet with program mentor at least once during the month to discuss leadership
challenges or other leadership questions or observe examples of leadership in a

wide variety of settings.

'

Mini-project

-

provide leadership to some needed activity at work. Prepare a short

presentation for the class to discuss. Each student will be assigned to this four
times during the program.
Session 7. Team Leadership and

Participation as a Team Memher

Learning Objectives
I

.

IJnderstand the various concepts of the team within the context of the emerging
leader at Bachman's, Inc.

2.

Understand the role of the leader of a team in unstructured situations as well as
structured team settings.

3.

Understand effective team leadership strategies for a variety of situations.

4.

Understand the concept and role of effective team members who are not in a team
leadership role. Understand the importance of all team members in the process
achieving team goals. Understand how the emerging leader at Bachman's, Inc.

will fit into teams in both the leadership and followership

roles.

of
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Assignment

for

next session

.

Assigned reading

'

Notice an example of good or poor leadership in your workplace or other. prepare
a short presentation that describes this

activity for the class to discuss.

Presentation to be 3 minutes max. Each student

will

be assigned to this four times

during the program.

'

Meet with program mentor at least once during the month to discuss leadership
challenges or other leadership questions or observe examples of leadership in
a

wide variety of settings.

'

Mini-project - provide leadership to some needed activity at work. prepare a short
presentation for the class to discuss. Each student will be assigned to this four
times during the program.

Session 8. Leading Change

Learning Objectives
1

-

Understand the meanings of change and transformation in the workplace and how
they relate to the emerging leader.

2.

Understand the importance of continual change and evolution of systems,
strategies and procedures as the company and the specific work areas strive
for
excellence.

3. Understand basic techniques and strategies

for the emerging leader to lead or

participate in change initiatives in the workplace.

4'

Understand concepts of, and the importance of, effective followership as it relates
to the process of change at the emergent leadership Ievel.
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Session 9. Influence and Persuasion

Learning Objectives

.

I

2.

Understand the importance of influence and persuasion in leadership roles.
Understand basic techniques and strategies of influence and persuasion for the
emerging leader including 'lead by example ', teaching, work direction,
workshops, coffulunication, mentorship, and more.

Assignmenl

for

next session

.

Assigned reading

'

Notice an example of good or poor leadership in your workplace or other. Prepare
a short presentation that describes this

activity for the class to discuss.

Presentation to be 3 minutes max. Each student

will

be assigned to this four times

during the program.

'

Meet with program mentor at least once during the month to discuss leadership
challenges or other leadership questions or observe examples of leadership in a

wide variety of settings.

'

Mini-project

-

provide leadership to some needed activity at work. Prepare a short

presentation for the class to discuss. Each student will be assigned to this four
times during the program.
Session 10. Emotional and Social Intelligence

Learning Objectives
I

.

understand the concepts of emotional and social intelligence.
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2.

Understand how and why the concepts of emotional and social intelligence are

important for the emerging leader at Bachman's, Inc.

3.

Understand how these concepts become important relative to a culturally diverse

work environment. Understand barriers to effective leadership and how emerging
leaders can overcome those barriers.

Assignment

for

next session

.

Assigned reading

'

Notice an example of good or poor leadership in your workplace or other. Prepare
a short presentation that describes this

activity for the class to discuss.

Presentation to be 3 minutes max. Each student will be assigned to this four times

during the program.

'

Meet with program mentor at least once during the month to discuss leadership
challenges or other leadership questions or observe examples of leadership in a

wide variety of settings.

'

Mini-project

- provide leadership to some needed activity at work.

presentation for the class to discuss. Each student

will

Prepare a short

be assigned to this four

times during the program.
Session

ll.

Leadership Ethics and Authentic Leadership

Learning Objectives
I

.

Understand the concepts of honesty, integrity, and trustworthiness and their
importance within the Bachman's, Inc. corporate culture as well as throughout our
personal and professional lives.
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2. Understand the values of dedication

and commitment and the importance of these

values within the Bachman corporate culture.

3. Understand authentic leadership and what it looks like in the workplace as well as
outside of the workplace.

4. Articulate

your personal values and how they might be reflected in your

leadership style and approach to leading and following within the organization.

Assignment

.

for

next session

Projectpresentationpreparation

Session 12. Project Presentations

Learning Objectives
I

.

Present summaries of major project to the class. Each presentation to be 5-

l0

mrnutes.

2. Debrief and celebrate

the end of the program

Conclusion
The program outline described above is designed to help emerging leaders at
Bachman's, Inc. to prepare for the many challenges that come with the responsibility of
leading others in an organization toward successful achievement of a wide variety of
goals. For maximum return on this investment in time and resources to provide this

training, it will be important to follow up the formal training with continued support to
these emerging leaders through mentorship, peer support, and ongoing constructive
feedback.
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The next step beyond the preparation of the outline above will be the development

of the full-blown LDP curriculum with lesson plans for each session. Content must be
elaborated; instructors and guest speakers chosen; mentors elected; and many more

specific, concrete actions must be taken in order to make this leadership development
program an effective means to real, lasting change.
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Appendix 1: Leadership Survey Invitation
From: John Daniels
Subject: Survey - Leadership Values at Bachman's, Inc.

- A request

for help.

Some of you may know that I have been working toward a degree in Leadership at
Augsburg College. As I near completion of the program, my final requirement is a thesis
paper. The topic of the paper is to develop a leadership development or training program
for the emersins leader at B achman's. Inc.

To help me develop the most pertinent leadership development program possible, I have
put together a short survey intended to identify the leadership values that are important to
Bachman' s, Inc. employees.

I invite and encourage you to take 10-15 minutes to complete this survey. Participation
in this survey is voluntary and is not a company directive. By using the attached link to
the survey, all responses are anonymous - results do not come directly to myself. I will
see the summary statistics only.

This is a personal project that will fulfill a school requirement. While it is my hope that
this will have a positive result for Bachman's, Inc. in terms of leadership development, it
is not implied that there will be action as a result of this survey.

To comnlete the survev. click on the link nrovided below.

If you chose to participate in this survey,

please submit your responses by no later than

Wednesday, February 22.
Thanks very much in advance for your consideration of this invitation.

Click on this link to complete the survey:
Top of Form

irttu:i/aussburs q ualtrics.comi
Bottom of Form
JD

S

t1l?S ID:SV

0cZN6s0aAKAcize
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The following is the reminder email sent on Monday, Feb. 20
Greetings again,

I am thrilled and grateful to all those who have taken a few minutes to fill out the survey I
sent out last Friday. I sent the invitation to approximately 100 people - about a third have
already been completed and submitted - THANK YOU!
Just a quick reminder - if you plan to complete the survey, please do so in the next couple
of days. It is totally optional, so no problem if you chose not to do it.

Thanks again to all,
JD
The link to this anonymous survey is as follows
http :i/auqsburs. s ualtri cs. coni/S E/? SID:SV 0cZN6qOaAKAcize
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